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PLEASE KEEP THIS AGENDA UNTIL
THE NEXT ACADEMIC SENATE MEETING.
ATTACHMENTS FOR SECOND READING ITEMS
WILL NOT BE REPRODUCED.
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California 93407
ACADE:MIC SENATE

Academic Senate
Tuesday, October 3, 1995
UU 220, 3:00-S:OOpm
I.

Minutes: none

II.

Communication(s) and Announcement(s):
A.
Academic Senate Calendar for 1995-1996 (p. 2).

III.

Reports:
A.
Academic Senate Chair:
B.
President's Office:
C.
Vice President for Academic Affairs:
D.
Statewide Senators:
E.
CFA Campus President:
F.
Staff Council representative:
G.
ASI representatives:
H.
Joseph Jen, Dean CAGR: report on the proposed restructuring of the College of
Agriculture.

IV.

Consent Agenda:
Resolution on Department Name Change for the Chemistry Department-J
Maxwell, Chemistry Department (p. 3-6).

V.

Business Item(s):
Resolution on Charter Governance Committee Proposal for the Cal Poly
Governance Councii-Gooden, first reading, (pp. 7-21).
B.
Resolution on Revisions to the Cal Poly Strategic Plan [to include Global
Awareness]-Urreiztieta, first reading, (pp. 22-36).
C.
Resolution on "U" Grades-Freberg, Chair of the Instruction Committee, first reading,
(p. 37).
D.
Resolution on Guidelines for Experiential Education-Williamson, Chair of the
Curriculum Committee, first reading, (p. 3 8).
A.

)

VI.

Discussion Item(s):
Program Review and Improvement Committee's Report on Programs Reviewed
During 1994-1995-Bermann (pp. 39-1 00).

VII.

Adjournment:
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Academic Senate Calendar for 1995-1996
All Senate and Executive Committee meetings are held in UU 220 from 3:00 to 5:00pm unless
otherwise noted.

September 11

Fall Conference:
1:30pm Academic Senate Standing Committees (Chumash)
2:45pm Academic Senate General Session (UU 207)

September 19
October 3
October 10
October 24
October 31
November 14
November 28

Executive
Senate
Executive
Senate
Executive
Senate
Senate (if

Committee
Committee
Committee
needed)

December 4 through January 1, 1996 - finals and quarter break

January 9
January 23
January 30
February 13
February 20
March 5

Executive Committee
Senate
Executive Committee
Senate
Executive Committee
Senate

March 11 through March 24, 1996 - finals and quarter break

March 26
April 9
April 16
April 30
May 7
May 21
May 28

Executive
Senate
Executive
Senate
Executive
Senate
Senate (if

Committee
Committee
Committee
needed)

June 3 through June 16, 1996 - finals and quarter break

)

The calendar is structured to have an Executive Committee meeting the Tuesday following each
Academic Senate meeting. It also allows for 14 days between the Executive Committee and the
next Academic Senate meeting for the completion and timely delivery of the agenda to the senators
before the Academic Senate meetings.
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Adopted:

ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California

AS- -95/Chem
RESOLUTION ON
DEPARTMENT NAME CHANGE FOR THE
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT

WHEREAS, The Chemistry Department has requested the name of its department be
changed to the CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT to
better reflect the program the department is currently offering; and
WHEREAS, The request for this name change has been approved by the College of Science
and Mathematics Council, the College of Science and Mathematics Academic
Senate Caucus, and the Dean for the College of Science and Mathematics;
therefore, be it
RESOLVED: That the name of the Chemistry Department be changed to the CHEMISTRY
AND BIOCHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT.

Proposed by the Chemistry Department
May 24, 1995
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RECEIVED
State of California

Memorandum

CAL PoLY

NAY 3 0 1995

SAN LUIS OBISPO
CA 93407

Academic Senate
To:

Jack Wilson, Chair
Academic Senate

Date:

May 24, 1995

Copies:

Glenn Irvin
Philip Bailey
John Maxwell

Academic Deans' Council

From:

Robe
Vice President for Academic Affairs

Subject:

REQUEST FOR NAME CHANGE--CHEMISTRY
DEPARTMENT

Attached is a request from Dean Philip Bailey requesting that the Chemistry Department's name be
changed to the "Chemistry and Biochemistry" Department. I would appreciate your having the
Academic Senate review this request, hopefully prior to the end of this academic year. At the same
time, I will have this request reviewed by the Academic Deans' Council.

Attachment
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State of California

CAL POLY

Memorandum

San Luis Obispo

Date

To

May 22, 1995

Robert Koob, Vice President
Academic Affairs
File No.

M~'( ?. l\ \995
Copies
- 1
••

PhilipS. Bailey, Dean

John Maxwell

ce PRES\DENT
~ ... 41. lC>"='

~V-~,,.,.,, .. ~. o-

.. ,-

From

College of Science and Mathematics
Subject

Chemistry Department Name Change

The Chemistry Department requests university approval to change its name to the
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry. The recommendation has the
endorsement of the College of Science and Mathematics Council and Academic
Senate Caucus as well as my endorsement.
I would appreciate your bringing the recommendation before the Dean's Council
and forwarding it to the Academic Senate for consideration.
Thank you.

-6From: MAILER ··CALPOLY
Date and time
05/19/95 18:49:51
Re'turn·Path: <rbrownQCYMBAL.AIX.CALPOLY.EDU>
Received: from CALPOLY CNJE origin SMTP@CALPOLY) .by OASIS.CALPOLY.EDU CLMail
V1.2a/1.8a) with BSMTP id 6484; Fri, 19 May 1995 18:49:52 ·0700
!ved: from cymbal.aix.calpoly.edu by ACADEMIC.CALPOLY.EDU (IBM VM SMTP V2R2
with TCP; Fri, 19 May 95 18:49:51 PDT
Received: by cymbal.aix.calpoly.edu (AIX 3.2/UCB 5.64/4.03)
id AA89018; Fri, 19 May 1995 18:50:15 ·0700
Date: Fri, 19 May 1995 18:50:15 ·0700 (PDT)
From: Ronald Brown <rbrownQcymbal.aix.calpoly.edu>
To: di012@oasis
Subject: Chern Dept name change
Message·ld: <Pine.A32.3.91.950519184206.53535A·100000@cymbal.aix.calpoly.edu>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII
Phil,
1 have polled the CSM members of the academic senate and there is no
objection (or even concern) toward the changing of Chemistry's name to
the Dept. of Chemistry and Biochemistry. We all concur with that
request. Unless you need something more formal, consider this your
consultation with the caucus.
The procedure, I believe, is for you to forward your recommendation to
the vice president, having consulted with both the chairs and the
caucus. He is to request the academic senate to advise him. You might
forward your recommendation to the senate office (I don't know if John
Maxwell copied the senate in his original proposal), so they have on
record that the request has been made. I can't imagine that anyone would
have a problem with it]
1I
Chern Dept name change

)
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Adopted:

ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California

AS- -95
RESOLUTION IN
SUPPORT OF THE CHARTER GOVERNANCE
COMMITTEE PROPOSAL FOR THE CAL POLY GOVERNANCE COUNCIL
WHEREAS,

The Charter Governance Committee has proposed a structure and procedure for the internal
governance of the University in those areas affecting all constituencies outside the realms of
each constituency's area of exclusive responsibilities; and

WHEREAS,

The underlying purpose of the Charter Governance Committee Proposal for the Cal Poly
Governance Council is to "utilize a decision making [process] to yield the highest cooperation
of all constituent groups within the University"; and

WHEREAS,

To achieve the above stated end of "highest cooperation," the Charter Governance Committee
itself employed and urges the Governance Council to adopt the National Association of
Women's Centers consensus model [see Attachment A of the Proposal]; and

WHEREAS,

The Charter Governance Council based its Proposal on the underlying principles of
Involvement; Efficiency; Timely, Involved Actions; Mutual Responsibility and Accountability;
Communication; Consultation; Openness; Environment; and Leadership as stated on pages 3 and
4 of the Proposal; and

WHEREAS,

The area of faculty exclusivity is understood to entail the topics mentioned in Attachment B of
the Proposal which paraphrases the tradition of faculty prerogatives, duties and responsibilities
as contained in California Law, and resolutions and understandings reached by the CSU
Chancellor and Board of Trustees detailed in PRINCIPLES AND POLICIES: Papers of the
Academic Senate, The California State University (Vol. 1, 1988); and

WHEREAS,

The Proposal does not countenance any restrictions on the prerogatives traditionally enjoyed by
the constituent groups but instead attempts to achieve a greater degree of involvement and
understanding concerning policies affecting the entire University community by providing a
representative forum where significant discussion can occur and consensus may emerge;
therefore, be it

RESOLVED:

That the Academic Senate of Cal Poly support the attached Charter Governance Committee
Proposal for the Cal Poly Governance Council; and, be it further

RESOLVED:

That the Academic Senate of Cal Poly urge its adoption on a trial basis for a period of
three (3) years.
Proposed by the Charter Governance Committee
July 5, 1995

)
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July 5, 1995

CHARTER GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
PROPOSAL FOR
THE CAL POLY GOVERNANCE COUNCIL

Charter Governance Committee Charge

The Charter Governance Committee was appointed by Vice President Robert D.
Koob (November, 1994) to examine the internal governance structure of the
campus and its relationship to other constituencies, i.e., the CSU system, State
Legislature, statewide student organizations, bargaining units, and the CSU
Academic Senate.

The Charter Governance Committee in its early deliberations decided its initial
charge would be to develop an internal governance structure for the campus
during the academic year 1994-95.

Other governance relationships would be

addressed in academic year, 1995-96.

The following proposal for a Cal Poly Governance Council was developed in
conjunction with the Charter Oversight Committee, the Charter Fiscal Flexibility
Committee, and the Charter Employee Relations Committee.

The underlying

desire on the part of the Charte_r Governance Committee was to develop a model
that will utilize a consensus decision making to yield the highest cooperation of
all constituent groups within the University. The Charter Governance Committee
adopted the National Association of \Vomen's Centers consensus model for its
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own deliberations and recommends its use by the proposed Gove1nance Council. This
procedure is described in Attacrunent A.

In preparing the governance model, the Charter Governance Committee itself adopted
a standard of participation that asked each committee member for a commitment to
preparedness, openness, excellence and consultation with constituent groups.

These

standards of participation led to the development of the governance model.

Charter Governance Committee Membership

Appointed to the Charter Governance Committee were:
Juan C. Gonzalez, Vice President for Student Affairs--administration representative,
Chair
Eric Doepel, Director, Annual Giving--representing Staff Council
Pat Banis, Coordinator, Women's Programs and Services--representing Staff Council
James Conway, Speech Communications Department--representing CF A/Labor Council
Marsha Epstein, Information Teclmology Services--representing CSEA!Labor Council
Reginald Gooden, Political Science Department--representing Academic Senate
Tom Hale, Mathematics Department--representing Academic Senate
Diane Michelfelder, Philosophy Department--representing Academic Senate
Yvonne Archibeque--student representative
Erica Brown, ASI President--student representative
Clint Rehermann--student representative
Robert Koob, Vice President for Academic Affairs--administration representative
Wesley Witten, community advisory member
Lorraine Ridgeway, recording secretary

Guiding Principles Utilized by the Charter Governance Committee

In an effort to guide the Charter Governance Committee in developing models for
gove1nance, the following guiding principles were adopted. They would serve as a
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basis for developing a new goven1ance· structure and setting standards for perfonnance.
These principles are:

•

Involvement. All constituents across campus should be involved in all issues;
however, the degree of involvement may vary depending on the interest, need,
and time constraints imposed by the nature of the issues.

•

Efficiencv. The University's current and prospective needs and demands require
increased efficiency,

that is, more accomplished

with fewer resources.

Accordingly, governance actions and processes must strive for efficiency.

•

Timely, Involved Actions. Conclusions and results should be timely to satisfy
needs and capture opportunities. Involvement means addressing both immediate
and pressing as well as strategic long-term issues with approaches that are
innovative, responsible, and anticipatory.

•

Mutual Responsibility and Accountability. All constituents must participate with
a high level of trust in order to initiate and facilitate change. To achieve this
high level of trust, all participants must act responsibly and be accountable for
their actions.

•

Communication. Communication must be open and thorough.

•

Consultation. All constituents need to be consulted for input and involved in the
conceptualization and implementation of change.

•

Openness. The entire process must be open and accountable to all constituents.
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•

Environment. All elements of the institutional environment, that is all constituent
groups need to be identified and included. Some actions will impact constituent
groups outside the institution such as community members and alumni.

•

Leadership.

Leadership must be active, vigorous and decisive to shape an

institutional vision and implement changes to realize Cal Poly's goals.

COMPONENTS OF THE PROPOSED CAL POLY GOVERNANCE MODEL

I. Authoritv

It is proposed that the Cal Poly Governance Council have authority to address all issues

not governed by areas of exclusivity.

Exclusivity is defined as those areas that are

delegated or mandated to other groups by either Board of Trustee policy, Title V,
and/or California State Code (HEERA). The four areas of exclusivity defined by the
committee are:

•

Presidential Authority (the President)

•

Mandated Student Control of Fees (A.S.I.)

•

Employee

Relations,

Terms and Conditions

of Employment

(exclusive

bargaining units)

•

Faculty Retention/Promotion/Tenure
Content (Academic Senate)

and Evaluation; Curricular Curriculmn
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The Cal Poly Goven1ance Council wi"ll focus its energies primarily on the development
and review of policies. As the policy governing body, the Goven1ance Council will
also evaluate how policy is

implemente~.

The Cal Poly Governance Council will require sub groups to exist in order to deal with
areas of exclusivity or other pressing issues on campus. These standing committees
will include, but will not be limited to, the Employee Relations Committee. The chair
of this and other standing committees will be present at meetings of the Governance
Council to provide consultation and to ensure effective communication.

II. Cal Poly Governance Council Membership

The University President will chair the Cal Poly Governance Council as a voting
representative of the Administration.

Membership in the Cal Poly Governance Council will be drawn from four constituent
groups.

These groups are defined as the Academic Senate for faculty; Associated

Students, Inc., for students; the Staff Council for staff, and the Administration. Each
constituency will be represented by three (3) members for a total of twelve (12) voting
members. Every attempt will be made to ensure Labor Council representation through
the Academic Senate (faculty) or the Staff Council (staff).

Additionally, the Foundation will be represented either by the Administration or the
Staff Council (staff).
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Each constituency will determine its own selection or appointment method for its
representatives. It is recommended that representative te1ms be staggered in order to
ensure continuity.

III. Communications
Communication

IS

the pivotal component of an effective

governmg

council.

Communication 1s paramount and vital to help increase campus morale, facilitate
effective decision making, and create opportunities to involve members of the
community. Communication is seen as an important governance function to facilitate
responsible action by constituent groups and provide full accountability for joint
decision making.

Each constituent group will be held responsible for conveying information to and from
the Governance Council.
minutes, newsletters,

Recommended means of communication include meeting

electronic mail, and the student newspaper.

University

publications should be seen as potential vehicles for increased communication.

The Govetnance Council and each constituency are expected to prepare their own
communication plan and implement it effectively.

Meetings will be generally open to the public with an option to call closed meetings
when

deemed

necessary.

Weeldy

meetings

will

be scheduled

year-round.

Confidentiality is not seen as desirable; rather, openness and inclusivity are priorities.
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IV. Agenda Setting

Cal Poly Governance Council agenda items may be offered by any member of the
campus community. All agenda items will be submitted to the Gove1nance Council
Chair. Agenda items will be prioritized by the Governance Council.

V. Responsibility and Accountability

Members

representing

different

constituencies

will

be

responsible

to

those

constituencies for all decisions, communication? consultation, and involvement. It is
acknowledged that all constituents must participate with a high level of trust to satisfy
the demands of the governance structure. The commitment to shared decision making
obligates each member to bear the equal responsibility of collective, consensus-based
stewardship.

VI. Decision-making Process

The National Association of Women's Centers consensus model for decision-making
will be adopted by the Governance Council. This procedure is described in Attachment
A.

VII. Timeliness

All efforts should be directed toward comprehensive communication and consultation.
The ability to have timely involvement may be affected by external forces, the
complexity of the issues, the need for constant consultation, and other factors.
Timeliness will depend on the nature of the topic.
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VIII. Resources

Simply creating a governance council does not provide the necessary ingredients to
make it successful. Indeed, institutional investment is a prerequisite.

The Cal Poly

Governance Council should receive appropriate resources for it to be successful in its
charge.

IX. Relationship to Existing Structure

The Governance Council will define official links to on-going structures and processes.
These links will be explicit, formal, and consistent.

CHTRMDL3.JC

)

July 5, 1995

ATTACHMENT A
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A NOTE ON
- ~~-
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PROCEDURE
The National Association of Wo1nen"s Centers uses a consensus model of
decision making in all our meeungs. Si..rnply, mc:jority does not rule; dissent is
considered as part of the process 1vh:ch leads to c:n acceptable resul!: for all. A
12:rou o consensus does not necess2.r"'tly mea..11 a una.ni.inous agreement of each
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\Ve accept that each member brines to ihe crcup ncr o;-:l',' iceas but uniol.1e c-ersona!it,·'
and experiences . Individuals and their experier.ces are al·,yays valid and do
contribute to the decision making process, even if ether individuals do not share
similar experiences.
_,
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I

I
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vVe accept that each one of us has a role as an equc.l member of the group. 'Ne may
choose individuals for wmp!eting tasks but no memter is a hierarchical authority. 1Ne
are each obligated to help lead the group.
DECISION 1\f.A..K ING PROCESS OF NAWC

The first aspect of decision making is \'Oicing a proposal. Unlike
parlian1entary organiZations discussion of an issue can occur before a formal
proposal is made. A discussion may begin with. ·oo you think we should ... ~.
or it may begin with -r propose that we ... - There is no -yvrong~ way to bring a
.~11atter to the floor for discussion.
·
A.fter a proposal is made. individuals haye sc\·cral options of response
proposal that fom1 a continuum from unanimous decision to no decision:
a~reement. acceptance. acceptance with reservatton. acceptance
d1sagreement. anci blocking disagreement. E<1cil response and how
interpreted follows..
""
-"

FuJI agreement-

to a
Full
wlth

it is

/\n incliviclu~1l ag:rl:cs fullv to ;1!1 <1spccts of a proposal or
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,,....
.:..

decision. A proposal does not often pass In full agreement unless it !s about .
non complex issues, such as, ~Shall we break for lunch no\:..r?"
·
Acceptance- ,L\.n individual agrees to a proposal or decision, but does not hold
as much personal attachment to the matter. Most proposals pass \l.'ith this
ty-pe of acceptance \Vhich holds a ~It sounds !Ll;:e a good idea- I can go .along
w1th that" type attitude. Such a respDnse seems to be found when settL.1g
dates and deadlines. \·fore matters are passed \\'ith this type of basic
agreement.
Acceptance with reservation- A...T1 L."1dividuaJ agrees to a proposal or decision
but holds some doubt. or discomfort at0ut pan of the decision. This response
may be given in cases such as, ~the proposal is that <;"·;e budget 82000 fo~
conference scholarships" arrd as an ir::ciividual :,:ou feel the c_rnount should be
less. but you are \\"i11ing to lei ti.l.e 82000 figure stand.

\

Acceptance with disagreement- "~"1 L."1di•.-"'iciuc.l c.grees -v.~th part of a propos2.l
or decision but holds disagreement \';ith another part of the decision. but is
not '.vi..lling to have their disagreement stop action ty the group c.s a ,..:;hole. ?c::
instance, one oroooses rhar v..·e "donate· our mailin2: list to a universitv which
i_:::;~ 1
. k'ln d "•or.
a .ne-·
_,_ ,.,.
~-·~ c'-n_e_.
~"" t r 'l_ou 1"'""
·~"'l "-h~_oo.
L
w a'·11eCL"'o-1 01c -h
u.c,!
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L_ ... c
0
university should pay for the list because they have finar!cial resources, yet you
do see that the position 2-T1nouncemen t ca..11 be a benefit to our membership.
You agree to give the university· the list despite that you -.:..'ant them to pay for
lt.

Blocking disagreement- An individual disagrees \\-1th a decision, ana 1s
'\Villing to have their disagreement stop action by the group as a whole. This
response should be used only whe n there is extremely divergent views .
Blocking does not end discussion of an issue but rather tv~gi.r1s the search for a
negotiated compro rT'Jse. This position. if used L:appiOpri.ately, can disrupt the
group process. If the group tries to negotiate a new decision a.11d the blocking
individual refuses to negotiate. the remainder of the group may determine th2.t
the action of the individual has mO\·ed from \.'O 'cing descent to trying to break
down the group and thus the lnd!vidu<:J il<J.s surrendered her role as an equal
member of the group. The group may then de cide to act \Vithout the
partici~ation of the b!ockJng individual.
THE BENEFIT OF OUR CONSENSUS MODEL

The consensus model used by NA \VC allo\vs for open discussion. cUffertng
opinions, and for confllct as we make decisions. We believe that this allows us
to focus on matters J..n a realistic and humane manner wh!!ch ulti.mately leads
to the highest cooperation of our members as we·- fufUl our mission. Each
member is included and there is never a ·wrong~ lime to question proceedure.
ask for clarification or express your view on the topic at hand. V/hile conflict
can be difkult. resolution and ultimate agreement is our reward.

-18FACULTY SUBMISSION TO THE CHARTER GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE

DRAFT

DRAFT

4/95

DRAFT

FACULTY PLAN
In offering our alternative, we have proceeded on the assumption
that 11 The Committee 11 (Campus Committee, Pipeline, Tunnel, Poly
Rump, ... whatever we decide to call it) will function so as to
embody the six principles we have entertained so far:
Communication, Openness, Consultation, Timely Involvement, Mutual
Responsibility and Leadership. We want to restrict its policy
making power to solely those issues which directly affect the
entire campus community, for example, parking and the budget. On
all other matters, The Committee will function as an entrepot for
issues affecting the manifold constituencies of the Campus. Here
all groups will have the opportunity to share in a timely manner
concerns which bear on them and the community at large. In this
way, all will be informed, consulted and have the opportunity to
participate in the generation of understanding and tpe prospect
of achieving a comfortable level of consensus. It would be
improper for this group to voice the final recommendation to the
Board of Trustees or its representative on matters pertaining
exclusively or primarily to one or only some of the Campus
constituencies. To the degree that The Committee is recommending
on matters that involve all the Campus community, it will be
·· incorporating the six principles, and perhaps others as well (for
instance, fairness, comity, good manners, generosity, etcetera).
At least some dimensions of Leadership or Mutual Responsibility
resides with The Committee in all of its functions, such as when
it acts primarily in the capacity of information conduit and
mutual soundingboard as well as when it is acting as a policy
making organ. In all its functions, it must express the support
of all its constituents otherwise it will lapse into irrelevancy
and join the other spooks we are forever attempting to exorcise.
How well it maintains the dedication, attention and respect of
the community will depend on the importance of the issues
discussed. Although all issues may be broached, some (for
example, the sacking of the men's and women's basketball coaches)
may best be left for the editorial pages of the Mustang Dailv.
However, the athletic budget allocation would be open for
discussion!
Just as the faculty think that there may be issues which
exclusively concern one or a few of the constituency groups, so
are there some areas over which the faculty remains jealously
protective. Among these are the following:
the Academic Senate is the official voice of the cal Poly
faculty;
the Senate shall be the formal policy-recommending body on
decisions pertaining to the following matters:
minimum admission requirements for students,
minimum conditions for the award of certificates
and degrees to students,
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the academic conduct of students and the means for
handling infractions,
curricula and resear~h programs,
developing of policies governing the awarding of
grades,
minimum criteria and standards to be used for
programs designe·d to enhance and maintain
professional competence, including the
awarding of academic leaves,
campuswide aspects of academic planning.
the Senate shall be consulted on campuswide aspects of:
program review, the basic direction of academic support
programs, and policies governing the appoint~ent of the
president and academic administrators.
the faculty has the primary responsibility to recommend to
the president the criteria and standards for the
appointment, retention, awarding of tenure, promotion
and evaluation of academic employees, including
preservation of the principle of peer evaluation and
provision for the direct involvement of appropriate
faculty in these decisions; to determine the membership
of the General Faculty; recommend on faculty
appointments to institutional task forces, advisory
committees and auxiliary organizations; and set
academic standards and academic policies governing
atnletics.
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SCOPE OF AUTHORITY
The Committee's paramount policymaking recommendations to the
president would be limited solely to those issues involving the
entire campus community, such as, parking or the distribution of
the budget. In matters traditionally the prerogative of the
faculty, such as the curriculum, the content and definition of
what constitutes a baccalaureate class or the qualifications of
persons entitled to teach such classes, the faculty insist on
having the final say, after appropriate consultation with
interested parties, before transmitting their recommendation to
the president. Students and administration currently have .
representation in the senate and committees pertinent to their
involvement.
MEMBERSHIP
The distribution of the members would not be so critical to the
faculty so long as the faculty exercise last say over matters
recognized as falling under their responsibility and so long as
the distribution reflects the fact that this is a university and
the academic side must be safeguarded. With that in mind, we
suggest tpe following distribution: five faculty, three students,
two staff; and one administrator.
AGENDA SETTING
This issue will always stimulate controversy because external
exigencies may crowd out very important internal concerns. ~~at
the Committee is primarily concerned with is taking the long view
so as to address issues in such a fashion as to avoid having to
be forced into a posture of crisis management. That will take
patience and good will on the part of the representatives of the
various constituencies. All issues may be given an audience but
the members, through the development of mutual trust, have to
reconcile themselves to the reality that all won't be given
priority. Constituencies will transmit issues through their
representatives on the Committee and the Committee will rank and
address them as it sees fit.
RESPONSIBIL~TY/ACCOUNTABILITY

The Committee will recommend policy on matters pertaining to all
and act as a conduit of accurate information to the campus
constituencies. success breeds success, and its function as a
source and transmission of information will in time become more
secure. Communication flows in both directions and the
representatives on the Committee must be watchful not to
introduce personal static and other interference with the flow,
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FEASIBILITY
As organizations go, universities have one of the longest
traditions of success in the western world. The faculty does not
favor disturbing those areas lacking a demonstrative need of
repair. The Committee will achieve -its greatest contribution to
the improvement of campus governance by focussing on those areas
needing attention.
TIHELINESS
Timeliness is defined by the function performed. To the extent
that the intent is reaching a consensus on an issue campuswide,
the matter is involved and reiterative and will consume what will
appear to be countless hours. Our recent experience with the
Strategic Plan is a good example of a task consonant with the
time expended. On the other hand, a mere piece of information or
the quelling of a rumor can be accomplished in the twinkling of
an eye--if it emanates from the proper source. This gets us to
the next section.
CONSULTATION & INVOLVEHENT
If the aforenentioned categories are sincerely engaged, then
consultation, involvement, and the next category, co~.unication,
will follow.
C011lfu"N I CATION
Please see Consultation and Involvement above. Of the three,
communication is the easiest and will occur by default if
consultation and involvement are seriously pursued.
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Adopted:
ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California

AS
-95/
RESOLUTION ON
REVISIONS TO THE CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC
STATE UNIVERSITY STRATEGIC PLAN

WHEREAS,

On February 22, 1994, President Baker called for a dynamic, fluid strategic plan
that is open to changes as new opportunities arise; and

WHEREAS,

Vice President Koob has called for the strategic plan to be expanded in light of
the global landscape and the many internationally related activities taking place
at Cal Poly; and

WHEREAS,

These positions led to the establishment of the University Task Force on Global
Awareness; and

WHEREAS,

One of the charges given to this task force was to propose revisions to the
California Polytechnic State University Strategic Plan that would enhance global
awareness; and

WHEREAS,

This portion of the charge given to the task force has been completed; therefore,
be it

RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of Cal Poly accept the Task Force on Global
Awareness revisions to the California Polytechnic State University Strategic Plan;
and, be it further
RESOLVED:

That the Academic Senate of Cal Poly forward the suggested revisions to the
California Polytechnic State University Strategic Plan to the President for
consideration.

Proposed by the Task Force on Global
Awareness
May 16, 1995
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CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
STRATEGIC PLAN

Cal Poly's Strategic Plan was developed as a means to guide the
university over the next several years. It establishes a
direction for achieving the mission of the university by setting
forth the goals and priorities which will direct its future
planning, resource allocation, and decision making.
CAL POLY MISSION STATEMENT
As a predominantly undergraduate, comprehensive, polytechnic
university serving California, the mission of Cal Poly is to
discover, integrate, articulate, and apply knowledge. This it

1~e~h~Yv::1~~=i~~:u~~~~~!ng~~

.in·..m;;BR~~fog;~E,ticipating
with which it
and where
·appFO"prfat·iir;·- ·X~roviding students with the unique experience of
direct involvement with the actual challenges of their
disciplines ~ili!lfiJ!mtl~I!Pllit§il~lmPJDA9.D ·
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l~imm!il~llllP~

<mPllrs~~ft ~!~'tri€''er'e'~'f'~' ;'B

Cal Poly is dedicated to complete respect for human rights and
the development of the full potential of each of its individual
members. Cal Poly is committed to providing an environment where
all share in the common responsibility to safeguard each other's
rights, encourage a mutual concern for individual growth and
appreciate the benefits of a diverse campus community.
1.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

The purpose of academic programs at Cal Poly is to fulfill the
university mission of pursuing and transmitting skill, knowledge
and truth. Cal Poly's academic programs support the university's
unique comprehensive, polytechnic mission and should all be
assessed periodically to ensure that they meet student and
societal needs. Cal Poly should provide the necessary resources
to ensure the highest quality of service to its students to
facilitate their progress throughout all phases of their
educational careers.
Goals:
1.1

Consistent with the prov1s1ons of Title 5, Sections
40050 and 40051 of the California Code of Regulations,
Cal Poly shall affirm its polytechnic orientation
emphasizing undergraduate, graduate, and post
baccalaureate professional and technical programs,
while providing high-quality programs in the arts,
humanities, and natural, social and behavioral sciences
that characterize a comprehensive, polytechnic
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university. These programs shall encourage students to
be imaginative and assume leadership in the future.
1.1.1.

Cal Poly shall ensure that a significant
majority of Cal Poly students are enrolled in
professional or technical programs.

1.1.2.

Cal Poly administration shall continue to
seek necessary state resources to support a
high-quality polytechnic university.

1.2

Cal Poly shall continue to admit and graduate the
highest quality students possible.

1.3

Cal Poly may admit freshmen into majors, or colleges,
or admit them into the university without declaring a
major.

1.4

Cal Poly's general education will continue to maintain
a technical component consistent with the university's
character and will provide means whereby graduates:
will have achieved the ability to think clearly,
logically, and creatively; to find and critically
examine information; to communicate in English orally
and in writing; and to perform quantitative functions;
will have acquired appreciable knowledge about their
own bodies and minds, about how human society has
il~\f.~~'im'Estl:HA:V.:s develo ed and how i-t- ~-··.·:·- ~'!. now functions
a!~'G't''~*tJ~'Ei'' ' 'phys ical wo~ ld in which the¥=r i ve , - about the'
other forms of life with which they share that world,
and about the cultural endeavors and legacies of their
civil ieatioa (RB9J.~~il,&i'l!1!1!;f,jffi!!!.;
will have come to an understanding and appreciation of
the principles, methodologies, value systems, and
thought processes employed in human inquiries.
1.4 .1

Cal Poly's general education program shall
provide alternatives by which undergraduates
can complete the CSU mandated requirements
for general education.

1. 4. 2

Cal Poly shall establish policy to facilitate
general education transferability.

1. 4. 3

Cal Poly shall ensure its graduates will have
acquired knowledge regarding technology, its
importance to society, and its impacts on the
natural systems.
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1.5

Cal Poly shall support and develop high quality
postbaccalaureate programs that complement the mission
of the university.

1.6

Cal Poly shall provide a campus environment where a
strong commitment to teaching and learning exists, and
all members of the campus community are motivated to
work together in the pursuit of educational goals.

1.7

Cal Poly's instructional programs will vary in size
depending on such factors as:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

1.8

relevance to mission
quality of program, faculty, students, and staff
support of the university's Educational Equity and
Affirmative Action plans
projected demand by students and employers
overlaps with programs in other institutions,
including the number and size of similar programs
offered elsewhere in the state
requirements of accreditation associations
resource requirements (variety of faculty, staff,
facilities, equipment, library resources).

Cal Poly's decisions about academic programs and
administrative organizations shall be based on the
educational needs of students and society and the
efficient, effective and appropriate use of resources
within a program.
1.8.1

1.9

Cal Poly shall review these decisions
regularly.

Cal Poly shall participate in self-supporting programs
that offer educational opportunities for
nontraditional, nonmatriculated students.

1.10 Cal Poly shall ensure that the academic curriculum is
appropriately infused with issues of ender and cultural and
racial lura l
~
'
1.10.1 Cal Poly shall require for
completion of course work that
and cultural and racial

--~~

successful
of
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1.10.2 Cal Poly shall ensure
content of courses
across the curriculum include
of ender and
c ultural a nd raci 1 l ura l i mm:~~fift~
•, .:

2.

''

FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP

The faculty shall be encouraged to be proficient and current in
their disciplines as well as their .teaching skills. Cal Poly
shall continue to
~~~~~~~~~ facu
tC) ..})e
to mi~h'ict~rlriti
'
! ':';aijlfit'leil
ssional
y
prov
e necessary suppor
o ensure
faculty have the opportunity to achieve success in the
scholarships identified below.
Faculty Professional Development
Excellence in teaching is the primary purpose of Cal Poly's
faculty, and active participation in various types of scholarly
activities is essential to meeting this goal. Cal Poly
recognizes and endorses four types of scholarship as part of the
expectations for faculty. A Carnegie Foundation report entitled
Scholarship Reconsidered: Priorities of the Professorate
identifies these as the Scholarship of Teaching, the Scholarship
of Discovery, the Scholarship of Integration, and the Scholarship
of Application. Each of Cal Poly's faculty members must be
active and proficient in the Scholarship of Teaching. While
activity in the three remaining areas characterizes the career of
a faculty member, at any given time it is likely that one area
will receive greater emphasis than the others.
Cal Poly endorses the broad definitions of the four types of
scholarship set forth in the Carnegie report. The following
thoughts extracted from the Carnegie report summarize the
mission of teaching and scholarship at Cal Poly.
The Scholarship of Teaching. As a scholarly enterprise,
teaching begins with what the teacher knows. Those who
teach must be well-informed and steeped in the knowledge of
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their fields. Teaching is also a dynamic endeavor which
must bring students actively into the educational process.
Further, teaching, at its best, means not only transmitting
knowledge, but transforming and extending it as well. In
the end, inspired teaching keeps scholarship alive and
inspired scholarship keeps teaching alive. Without the
teaching function, the continuity of knowledge will be
broken and the store of human knowledge diminished.
2.1

Cal Poly shall continue to encourage its faculty
members to be proficient and current in the subjects
they teach.

2.2

Cal Poly shall continue to improve opportunities for
each faculty member to be skilled in classroom or
comparable modes of instruction and to have the most
up-to-date means of information technology available.
2.2.1

Cal Poly shall continue to place particular
emphasis upon teaching methods that require
students to take an active role in their own
learning.

2.3

Consistent with its expectations, Cal Poly shall
continue to improve classroom space, classroom
equipment, supplies, study space, communication and
information technologies, books, periodicals, and other
resources.

2.4

Cal Poly shall 9evelop an on-going and effective
program of conferences and workshops on teaching and
use of information technology to ensure the highest
possible quality of instruction across the campus.

The Scholarship of Discovery comes closest to what is meant
when academics speak of "research." This scholarship
contributes not only to the stock of human knowledge, but
also to the intellectual climate of the University. Not
just the outcomes, but the process, and especially the
passion, give meaning to the effort. The probing mind of
the researcher is a vital asset to Cal Poly, the state, and
the world. Scholarly investigation and/or creative
activity, in all the disciplines, is at the very heart of
academic life, and the pursuit of knowledge must be
assiduously cultivated and defended. Disciplined,
investigative efforts within the University should be
strengthened, not diminished. Those engaged in the
Scholarship of Discovery shall ask: What is known and what
is yet to be discovered?
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The Scholarship of Integration involves the serious,
disciplined work of interpreting, drawing together, and
bringing new insight to bear on original research. This
scholarship can involve doing research at the boundaries
where fields of study converge, or it can involve the
interpretation and fitting of one's own research--or the
research of others--into larger intellectual patterns.
Integration means making connections across the disciplines,
placing the specialties in larger context, illuminating data
in a revealing way, often educating nonspecialists, too.
Those engaged in the Scholarship of Integration shall ask:
What do the research findings mean and is it possible to
interpret what has been discovered in ways that provide a
larger, more comprehensive understanding?
The Scholarship of Application involves using knowledge to
solve problems. This scholarship is a dynamic process where
new research discoveries are applied and where the
applications themselves give rise to new intellectual
understandings. This scholarly activity, which both applies
and contributes to human knowledge, is particularly needed
in a world in which huge, almost intractable problems call
for the skills and insights of university faculties. Those
engaged in the Scholarship of Application shall ask: How
can knowledge be responsibly applied to consequential
problems, and how can social, economic, and other problems
define an agenda for scholarly investigation?
2.5

Consistent with its expectations, Cal Poly shall
continue to improve its support for the Scholarships of
Discovery, Integration, and Application. Such support
shall include but not be limited to assigned time,
facilities, equipment, travel, and research assistance.

2.6

Cal Poly shall recognize and support professional
activities to the disciplines (such as holding office,
editing journals, reviewing books and participating in
professional meetings) and service to the university
and larger community (such as serving on committees and
activity in community groups and activities).

3.

)

STAFF PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AND ACHIEVEMENT

Excellence in support of students and faculty is the primary
goal of Cal Poly's staff, and participation in activities
that lead to professional growth and achievement is
essential to meeting this goal. Professional growth and
achievement includes continuing education related to a staff
member's current position as well as education and training
for future careers. Professional growth and achievement may
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In a university, it is appropriate for all members of the
campus community to have the opportunity to seek further
learning.
3.1

Cal Poly's staff members shall have the opportunity to
pursue additional education and training whether in
pursuit of a degree, certification, or personal life
long learning.

Staff members must have available to them the tools
necessary for professional growth and achievement. This
shall include the opportunity to enhance skills in their
current fields, to be exposed to recent developments in
technology and information, and to acquire additional
education.
An important part of professional growth and achievement,
especially on a campus as relatively isolated as Cal Poly,
is participation in professional organizations and
opportunities to attend professional conferences.
3.2

Cal Poly's staff shall be encouraged to be proficient
and current in their professions in order to provide
the highest quality support to students, faculty, and
the university at large.
In support of this, Cal Poly
shall continue to improve and update the work
environment.

3.3

Cal Poly's staff shall be encouraged to belong to
appropriate local, state, and national professional
organizations.

3.4

Staff professional growth and achievement shall be
recognized by the university.

3.5

Cal Poly shall institute revised performance evaluation
standards that set fair and high standards for
performance of staff members. These performance
standards shall take into consideration the stated
expectations for professional growth and achievement
and recognize staff members who endeavor to meet those
expectations.

3.6

Consistent with its expectations, Cal Poly shall
encourage staff participation in the Scholarships of
Discovery, Integration, and Application. such staff
support should include, but not be limited to, active
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involvement in Bm!m!X~m:l~tl~l~ti~:~11~~Bflj projects
and research.

4.

STUDENT SATISFACTION

The experience of students directly relates to their satisfaction
and the prospect that they will persist with their academic
programs to graduation. student satisfaction at Cal Poly is
enhanced by the ambiance of a small university setting, low
stude~t-faculty ratios~ and the continu~-~~,, <?;.2~~~,!!l~~.!=-. - ~ o'" __
E;:.?Y.! .de
a mot1.vated, technologl.cally current ~~~~~~g1~~~*'t:,~i?,;Q,.~~
-$~J~$,,gp
learning environment. The university *'·m\iiiit'"·'c<f~\ii:t·· ·to""···:su:p·port
and promote student satisfaction through early affiliation with
specific advising programs, respect for the rights of the
individual, access to student services, and opportunities to
participate in activities that develop the whole person.
4.1

Cal Poly's administrative, academic, and student services
programs shall promote student retention, success, and
graduation in a timely manner.

4.2

Cal Poly's administrative processes affecting students shall
be efficient, effective, and oriented toward service.

4.3

Cal Poly shall provide services, such as library and
information services, computing, and audio-visual services,
that improve the learning environment.

4.4

Cal Poly shall administer regularly a systematic survey of
student attitudes toward academic, administrative, and
support services.
4.4.1

4.5

Cal Poly shall provide a campus environment where the rights
of each member of the university community are respected.
4.5.1
4.5.2

4.6

Cal Poly shall establish and implement a thorough
approach to investigating the reasons why students
choose to discontinue study at Cal Poly.

The Cal Poly community shall strive to be free of
all forms of harassment.
Campus policies for handling harassment complaints
will comply with state and federal law.

Cal Poly shall provide an environment in which social, co
curricular, and multi-cultural programs motivate students,
faculty, and staff to work, participate, and socialize
together.
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5.

DIVERSITY

Diversity enhances the quality of life and education for all
members of the Cal Poly community and enriches the social and
professional climate both on and off campus. The concept of
diversity assumes recognition and respect for differences in age,
country of origin, creed, economic background, ethnicity, gender,
physical ability, race, and sexual orientation. The development
and maintenance of an integrated multicultural campus is the
responsibility of all members of the Cal Poly community.
Achieving educational equity within a diverse student body will
require programs in outreach, recruitment, retention, career
planning, and the promotion of timely graduation with special
emphasis on reflecting the diversity among csu eligible students
within the state. Cal Poly commits to meeting the proportion of
eligible underrepresented individuals by job category in
appropriate recruiting areas. To achieve a truly integrated
multicultural campus, members of the faculty, staff, and student
body must participate in academic and cultural programs that
promote the sensitivity, understanding, and appreciation
necessary for the successful attainment of this ideal.
5.1

All members of the Cal Poly community shall work

~~~l=~q~ii~l~n~~jj~[~~a~a!~~=g~~t=~i~~l~~~u!~~~:~io~~itiand pr~i:'e'ss'to'h·a·r·=·~opp'hrttlrhties for the student body,
faculty, and staff are enhanced.

5.2

)

The composition of the Cal Poly community shall reasonably
reflect the cultural diversity of those Californians
qualified for enrollment or employment at Cal Poly.
5.2.1

Cal Poly shall initiate or maintain programs to
increase the number of qualified student
applicants, attract and retain students of high
calibre, and increase the diversity of the student
population in accordance with the campus
enrollment management plan.

5.2.2.

Cal Poly shall establish effective outreach
programs to increase the number of
underrepresented students, faculty, and staff
members and participate to the fullest extent
possible in CSU programs for increasing faculty,
staff, and student diversity. In addition, Cal
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Poly will have programs that promote the personal
and professional success of underrepresented
members of the university community.
5.3

Cal Poly shall create a campus environment that ensures
equal opportunity for professional and personal success in
all segments of the university community.

5.4

Cal Poly shall value diversity and promote mutual respect
and interaction among all individuals. Cal Poly shall
identify and support effective programs for educating Cal
Poly faculty and staff members, students, and off-campus
local constituencies in cultural diversity and for
encouraging an integrated, diverse community within the
university.

5.5

Cal Poly shall create academic and cultural programs to
demonstrate to the campus and the community the
contributions of culturally diverse groups.

6.

GOVERNANCE AND COLLEGIALITY

Effective university governance depends on a shared sense of
responsibility and commitment to the university's educational
mission. Collegiality encourages the participation of all
constituencies in the decision-making process and creates a work
environment that builds cooperation, mutual respect and high
morale, and helps achieve the university's goals.
6.1

Cal Poly shall clearly identify, evaluate, and communicate
its governance structure, including its agents and their
roles and responsibilities, and adopt a structure that
includes all constituencies.
6.1.1

Cal Poly's governance structure shall implement
shared decision making. This involves fostering
mutual respect and a set of values that regards
the members of the various university
constituencies as essential for the success of the
academic enterprise.
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6.2

Cal Poly shall regularly evaluate and modify its governance
structure and the roles and responsibilities of the
structure's elements, with particular attention to
collegiality and the coupling of authority and
responsibility.

6.3

Cal Poly shall evaluate and enhance its roles,
relationships, and responsibilities with the CSU Board of
Trustees and with the Chancellor's Office.

6.4

Cal Poly shall determine the role of other authoritative
structures such as the California Postsecondary Education
Commission, employee organizations, the governor's office,
and the state legislature in its operations, and its
responsibility to those structures.

7.

INSTITUTIONAL SIZE

Constant improvement in quality is essential to Cal Poly's
success in achieving its goals. To accomplish this, facilities
frequently need to be altered or added. However, qualitative
increases cannot be sustained without money, material, and people
to nourish them, and growth beyond adequate resources leads to a
deterioration of quality. The university must continually
balance size and resources and must develop the additional
resources that excellence requires.
7.1

7.2

Cal Poly shall continue its commitment to planned changes in
institutional size.
7 .1.1

Cal Poly shall not undertake any growth without
adequate facilities and supporting resources.

7 .1. 2

Campus ambiance shall be improved by ensuring that
new facilities are consistent with a master plan
for the physical improvement of the campus.

Cal Poly shall explore alternative educational models and
technologies to enhance the quality and quantity of the
services it provides to its students and other
constituencies, including business and industry.
7.2.1

Cal Poly shall consider alternatives to the
university's current quarter system.

7.2.2

S,~.!. .,,.,.~.e,.~~ff~~~~!l-~~&~,~w technologies l§llt~i§§' .
pg.m'!,.v:;:.,.@. ,Jf§.·Mf!J:!l.fif.&q,~i..,. .":...:.. .Jf: that offer the poten l.a 1
iiicrea's'a····~e'"'"q.uaYity~-·~and quantity of the
education and services it provides.
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7.3

Cal Poly's planning for institutional size shall reinforce
the campus' goals for quality and diversity.

7.4

Cal

shall continue to develop and expand auxiliary
such as the Cal Poly Foundation enterprises to
enhance the quality and quantity of support services and
programs delivered to the campus community.

7.5

Cal Poly shall consult with the City and County of San Luis
Obispo and participate in public forums in planning for and
mitigating the impact of changes in institutional size.

7.6

Cal Poly shall actively seek all appropriate sources of
financial and material support, expanding its efforts to
take advantage of untapped existing opportunities and to
create new ones.

7.7

Cal Poly shall consider its human resources as part of any
evaluation of resources--especially when considering the
adequacy of resources to support increases in enrollment.

7.8

Cal Poly's physical environment and services shall
continually be improved by creative planning that emphasizes
a comprehensive, humanistic environmental awareness.

~oly
serv~ces

8.

UNIVERSITY RELATIONS AND IMAGE

Cal Poly has a multitude of relationships with many and varied
groups. Its image is similarly multifaceted, depending on the
quality of each relationship. While Cal Poly's reputation is
enviable, it is neither perfect nor permanent. Active, open, and
honest relations are the foundation of a-positive image and
build understanding, lasting good will, and support for the
university's programs and goals.
Cal Poly should continue to
build and maintain relations and an image that reflect the
highest integrity and help the university achieve its goals.
8.1

Cal Poly shall continue to develop a comprehensive program
of active relations with the university's
constituencies and audiences to ensure ef~ -~- =~ - = - ~"~
sitive and mutual
satis
relationsh
(

8.1.1

Cal Poly shall treat its personnel as full
partners in the university's endeavors, fully
recognizing the value and importance of both
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faculty and staff, and shall be guided by a
commitment to fostering a community spirit on the
campus.
8 .1. 2

Cal Poly shall ensure the coordination of its
various relations programs.

8 .1. 3

Cal Poly shall ensure that all pertinent
information about the university is effectively
communicated to the university community, the
general public, and to appropriate news media.

8 .1. 4

Cal Poly shall be a good neighbor and enhance the
university's positive impact by emphasizing open
communication with the city and county and
addressing concerns of the local community.

8 .1. 5

Cal Poly shall strive to increase parent and
alumni participation in campus life and activities
in order to build a stronger base of support as
well as pride and satisfaction among both current
and former students.

8 .1. 6

Cal Poly shall consider business, industry, and
private donors to be partners with the university,
and shall strive to develop mutually satisfying
relationships and a climate that will maintain and
increase the level of support.

8 .1. 7

Cal Poly shall continue to evaluate and address
changes in its relationship with the state
government and other levels of government as
appropriate.

8.2.1

Cal Poly shall seek a clear understanding of the
university's different audiences and the different
attitudes and images they have regarding the
university.

8.2.2

Cal Poly shall accurately reflect in its
communications the university's mission and goals,
a vision of its future, the quality of its human
resources and programs, the realities of campus

8.2
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life, and a concern for the university's long
standing reputation built on honesty and
integrity.
8.3

)

Cal Poly shall publicize its strategic planning effort and
its strategic goals immediately upon adoption of the
Strategic Plan.
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Adopted:

ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California

AS -95/IC
RESOLUTION ON
"U" GRADES

WHEREAS,

Executive Order 268 specifies that "The symbol 'W' indicates that the student was permitted to
drop the course after the _ _ (day/week) of instruction with the approval of the instructor and
appropriate campus officials. It carries no connotation of quality of student performance and is
not used in calculating grade point average or progress points"; and

WHEREAS,

Executive Order 268 specifies that the grade of "U" is used "when, in the opinion of the
instructor, completed assignments or course activities or both were insufficient to make normal
evaluation of academic performance possible. For purposes of grade point average and
progress point computation this symbol is equivalent to an "F"; and

WHEREAS,

It is recognized that registration is a student responsibility, and that students enrolling but
failing to attend class are potentially preventing other students from utilizing campus resources;
and

WHEREAS,

In some cases, the "U" grade may represent an unduly harsh performance grade consequence
for a procedural error; therefore, be it

RESOLVED:

That students may request a grade change from "U" to "W"; and, be it further

RESOLVED:

That students may receive only one such grade change from "U" to "W" during their academic
career at Cal Poly; and, be it further

RESOLVED:

That such student-initiated grade changes will be governed by the policy set out in AS-384-92
(Resolution on Change of Grade) adopted April 14, 1992.

Proposed by the Academic Senate
Instruction Committee
May 11, 1995

)
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Adopted:

ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California

AS- -95/
RESOLUTION ON
GUIDELINES FOR EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION

Background Statement: Efforts have been made over the past eight years to develop university guidelines for
experiential courses. In 1986-1987, an Ad Hoc Committee on Experiential Education studied the issue and
proposed guidelines which were framed in an Academic Senate resolution dated October 1989. The Senate
Executive Committee referred the issue to the Curriculum Committee for further study and the committee made
"tentative recommendations" in its "End of Year Overview, 1992-93." On October 3, 1994, Jack Wilson, Chair
of the Academic Senate, requested the Curriculum Committee to "develop guidelines for 'coop' courses" as part
of the committee's charge for 1994-95.
Following review of these previous efforts, the current Curriculum Committee concluded that the issues of major
concern were: first, that experiential education should not constitute an inordinate component of a student's
course of study; and, second, that grading of students' efforts in these classes is subjective and does not reflect
unif01m standards for what must be an individualized experience both in conception and execution.
The Curriculum Committee concluded that it was impractical and unwarranted to establish a university-wide
limitation on student credit units earned in experiential courses. The committee also concluded that experiential
courses should be graded C/NC across the university due to their individualized nature and the lack of university
wide standards of expectation. These recommendations were made in the committee's "Report on Curricular
Reform," forwarded to the Senate Executive Committee.

WHEREAS,

Experiential education is a complement to the formal curriculum and includes those courses
with a significant component of out-of-classroom experience. Such courses may include but are
not limited to coops, internships, enterprise projects, student teaching, service and club related
activities; and

WHEREAS,

Experiential education constitutes a valued part of Cal Poly's curriculum; and

WHEREAS,

Such courses call for student design and implementation of course methods and goals; and

WHEREAS,

Such courses represent a highly individualized educational experience for the student and raise
difficulties in ensuring standardized expectations across the university; therefore, be it

RESOLVED:

That grading for experiential courses be on a C/NC basis only.

Proposed by the Academic Senate
Curriculum Committee
May 8, 1995
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Cal Poly Memorandum
DATE:

June 1, 1995

TO:

Academic Senate Executive Cominittee

FROM:

Program Review and Improvement Committee

COPIES: W. Baker
R. Koob
G. Irvin
College Deans
Department chairs for
programs reviewed
University Library

SUBJECT: Report on programs reviewed during 1994-95
The Academic Senate Program Review and Improvement Committee reviewed nine programs
during the academic year 1994-95. Each program received a Request for Information, based on
the Academic Program Review and Improvement: document adopted by the Senate in Apri11992.
The committee then met with all programs to clarify the nature and the procedure of the review pro
cess. Programs submitted their repons in January. Based on these, the committee formulated pre
liminary reports and forwarded them to the programs. We met individually 'Yith each program
during spring quarter to allow them an opporrunity to respond to the preliminary report and to clar
ify any misunderstandings or misinterpretations. Final reports were then prepared, and programs
were given an opportunity to submit a written response.
Please find attached, for each program, the overall findings and recommendations of this commit
tee, the committee's rating of the program for each of the items reviewed, and the response of the
program. We thank each program for the effort they have put into their reviews.
Copies of this report should be placed in the University Library for public access.

(

··.

Fred Abitia

Robert Heidersbach

·

Michael Wenzl

'-""
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1994-95 Program Review and Improvement Committee
General Recommendations
1. The issue of diversity is as much cultural - the standards, expectations, and behaviors of a
profession- as it is curricular. Recognizing and valuing diversity cannot be achieved just in the
classroom, especially in technical subjects where the subject matter itself is "neutral." How
should programs address the larger cultural issues of their profession? This is an issue the
University community as a whole needs to ~onsider. The Catalog should clearly identify
classes where these issues are addressed.
2. As noted by the previous two Program Review Committees, many degree programs have
excessive units and little flexibility. In accordance with President Baker's statement on the
Year of the Curriculum, all majors should provide students with a reasonable·amount of choice
and flexibility. In addition, all majors should be~ at, or very close to, 186 total required units
unless accreditation requirements dictate a higher level.
·
3. Programs need, through ongoing reminders, to move away from the entrenched but outdated
idea that more required courses and more units will translate into greater resources.
4. Programs should consider assessing their effectiveness by a regular survey of alumni 5 - 10
years after graduation.
5. Departments and programs should have clear and approved statements as to what kind of
activities constitute professional development and what kinds of documents or other works are
counted as publications. This will be very helpful both to new faculty and to the RTP process.
6. The University needs to establish standards for the external review of programs that do not
have an accreditation process.
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Program Review and Improvement Committee Report
Architectural Engineering
April1995
Findings
I. 1\fission and Goals: Architectural engineering is housed within the College of Architecture
and Environmental Design. The program has five tenured professors and two full-time lecturers
serving an enrollment of roughly 250 majors. The major goals of Architectural Engineering are:
*To deliver a quality professional education to students,
*To develop course work in seismic retro-fit of existing buildings, and
*To explore development of a program in Building Science/Environmental Control Systems.
The program has had four acting department heads in the last three years. This lack of stable
leadership, when coupled with the recent retirement of four full professors and no recent hiring,
has led to a situation in which the program seems to be drifting·along with little initiative and
few new ideas. The technical support staff (1/2 position) is inadequate.
II. Students: The program gets roughly 2/3 of its majors from entering freshmen and 113 from
transfer students. Test scores and GPAs indicate that student quality is slightly above the
University average and similar to other programs in engineering and architecture. Roughly 30%
of students are women and roughly 50% are non-white, which is commendable.
III. Curriculum: The architectural.engineering curriculum is narrowly focused on structural
engineering. Similar programs elsewhere seem to take a somewhat broader approach that
includes other building systems. The degree program requires 210 units, including 74 within the
major department There are no free electives. 'The curriculum is rigid and has little flexibility.
IV. Instruction: Architectural engineering does not teach GEB courses. It does teach service
courses to other departments within the college. There are very few low enrollment courses. For
1993-94:
SCUIFTEF
250
$/SCU
$284
V. Faculty: The faculty has little professional development activity and few recent publications.
Only one faculty member is active. Faculty involvement at the state and national level is
minimal. The department's contacts with the lrurger professional community seem minimal and
focused mostly on their own alumni.
VI. Facilities: Facilities are not ~xtensive but appear adequate.
VII. Relation to Other Programs and the Professional Community: Architectural
engineering has been ABET accredited continuously since 1973. The most recent accreditation
.extends to 1997.
VIII. Opportunities for Graduates: Job opportunities and placement are excellent, and this is
a strength of the program. Relatively few graduates pursue advanced degrees.
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Strengths
1. The program and faculty are very focused on the students and on providing a high-quality
education.
2. Employment opportunities for graduates are excellent
3. The current acting department head seems very open to suggestions.
\Veaknesses
1.
2.
3.
4.

The lack of a regular department head has led to a program with little sense of direction.
The curriculum is excessively rigid.
There is little professional development activity, with only one faculty member active.
There is little outside input to assess the program's effectiveness or offer suggestions for
improvement

Recommendations
1. It is essential to stabilize the department and provide consistent leadership by hiring a
permanent department head.
2. Develop a curriculum that is broader in scope and more flexible.
3. Concentrate GEB courses in the first two years of the curriculum rather than postponing these
until the fourth year.
4. Take advantage of professional development opportunities.
5. Create an advisory council or find other mechanisms for outside opinion and advice.
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PROGRAM: Architectural Engineering
Program Review
1994-95
This form assures that every item (or group of items) in the Request for Information is responded to.
Information used in the review has been that provided by the Programs as well as that provided by
Admissions, Institutional Studies, and Charlie Crabb's office. The rating scheme consists of five categories:
M Minimal - Poorly developed or below university norms
A Adequate
E Exceptional - Program is innovative and/or above university norms
I Insufficient information
NA Not applicable to this program
ITEM

RATING

I. MISSION AND GOALS
1. Mission statement clearly stated?

A

2. Goals and objectives clear?

A

3. Consistent with university strategic plan?

A
A

4. Priorities consistent with mission and goals?
5. Unmet needs consistent with mission and
goals?

A

6. Is there a realistic plan to meet needs?

M

II. STUDENTS
1. Are new students balanced between freshmen,
transfers, and internal changes?

COl\1l\1ENTS

Need more realistic plan.

A

2. How does quality of applicant pool compare to
college and university?

A

3. How does gender and ethnic diversity compare
to college and university?

E

SAT ,..1100
Transfer GPA ""3.2
1/3 women, 50% nonwhite

4. How do probation and dean's list percentages
compare to college and university?

A

Probation rate increased in 1992.

5. How does persistence to graduation compare
to college and university?

I

Graduation data incomplete.

6. Are recruitment efforts consistent with need?

A

7. Have students received recognition or awards?

A

III. CURRICULUM
1. Desired outcomes clear? Are they met?

A

2. Is curriculum structure/concentrations clear?

A
A

3. Is the program "coherent?"

210174

4. Total units/units in major department?

1

0 free electives
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PROGRAM: Architectural Engineering
Need specifics on what other programs
require.

5. How do course and unit requirements compare
to other institutions?

I

6. Is inclusion of contemporary topics adequate?

A

7. Are critical thinking component adequate?

A-

Be more specific. In what courses?

8. Are gender and ethnicity dealt with in the
curriculum?

A

Issue needs to be addressed as a
professional standard.

9. Is program assessment adequate and effective?

M

Relies too much on just alums.

10. Are efforts to help under-prepared and at-risk
students adequate?
-.
11. Are experiential learning opportuPities avail
able and appropriate to the program?

A-

Is there a link with increasing probation
rate?

-·

A

IV. INSTRUCTION
1. How is diversity addressed in instruction?

A

2. Are innovative and new courses offered?

A

3. How is teaching quality asse.ssed and used?

M

4. a. SCU/FTEF

250

b. FfEF used!FfEF generated
c. $/SCU

$284

d. WTU/FTEF

12.8

Seems to be university minimum only.

0.82

5. Are service course responsibilities met?

A

6. Are there low or oversubscribed courses?

A

7. Are GEB and service courses listed?

NA

8. What percentage are taught by tenure track?

A

9. Are remedial courses and workload described?

About 50% by tenure track.

NA

V. FACULTY
1. Are gender and diversity appropriate?

A

2. Are background and training appropriate?

A

3. Have faculty received· special recognition?

A

4. Is professional development policy
appropriate?

M

Overly broad. Not helpful to new
faculty. Doesn't require being active..

5. Is level of professional development adequate?

M

Only 1 person active.

6. Are grants and contracts adequate?

M

Only 1 person active.

7. Is publication policy appropriate?

I

Insufficient information.

8. Is faculty publication record adequate?

M

Only 1 persQn active.

2
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Architectural Engineering

VI. STAFF
1. Are program staff listed?

A

2. Is staffing level adequate for needs?

M

VII. FACIUTIES
1. Are facilities described?

Need technician increased to full time.

A

2. How well are facilities maintained?

A

3. Is library collection adequate?

A

4. Any other relevant facilities?

A

VIII. RELATIONS TO 1HE OUTSIDE
1. Program accredited or taking steps?

Yes

2. If not, is there outside review?
3. Most recent report included?

Yes

4. Solicit advice, etc. from prof. community?

M

5. Are faculty involved at state and national level?
6. Are interdisciplinary efforts adequate?

A-

7. Are interdisciplinary courses taught?

A

A

IX. OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATES
1. Do graduates have employment opportunities?

E

2. Do graduates have grad/prof school options?

A

3. Have recent graduates been successful?

A

X. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Is the program meeting its goals and objectives?

A

3

Advisory council? Input from other
than alums? Solicit equipment?
Minimal.
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California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407

To:

R. D. Knight, Chair
Program Review and Improvement Committee

From:

Jake Feldman
Interim Department Head
Architectural Engineering Dept.

Date: May 16,1995

~

Subject:

File:

Copies:

Response to draft report of the Program Review and Improvement Committee for the Architectural
Engineering Program.

The ARCE department appreciates the time and efforts of the Program Review and Improvement Committee.
We feel it is important to respond to the following items in the committee's draft report:

Recommendation 1. It is essential to stabilize the department and protJide consistent leadership by
hiring a permanent department head.
In the fall of 1994, the department initiated and has just completed a search for a permanent department
head and new tenure track faculty. Names are presently being forwarded to the Dean of the College for
selection.

Weakness 1. The lack of a regular department head

}w

led to a program with little sense of direction.

The department, while lacking continuity in leadership, has never lost its sense of direction. It has
continued to offer a quality education to its students. The California structural engineering profession is a
world leader in the structural design of buildings in a seismically active geologic region. The Architetural
Engineering Curriculum has continually evolved to meet the increasing demands of the profession.
Once again this year, the Spring recruitment of the Architectural Engineering graduates remains
enthusiastic and hiring rates remain high. The program continues to be one of the most highly
subscribed programs on the campus and its graduates some of the most highly sought after graduates on
the campus. In fact, it could well be argued that it is the strength of the program that has enabled it to
survive the lack of continuous leadership. It is not at all accurate to characterize the program as seems to
be drifting along with little initiatitJe and few new ideas.

Weakness 2. The curriculum is excessitJely rigid, and RecommendJztion 2.
broader in scope and more flexible.

Det~elop

a curriculum, that is

While broadening the scope of a highly specialized professional program would be desirable; in the case
of the Architectural Engineering Program that objective has to be carefully weighed against the critical
need for the highly specialized graduate.
We are in agreement that the faculty needs to take adtJantage of professionJZl detlelopment
opp.ortunities. High teaching loads combined with the high contact hours of the studio lab courses are
the primary obstacles to preventing professional development. Efforts still need to be made to encourage
and facilitate more development activity. The committee's suggestion to create adt~isory council or find
other mechanisms for outside opinion and adtJice is also well received. Efforts will be·made to expand on
the Deans Advisory Council for the college to include specific input to the Architectural Engineering
Department.
Once again, we appreciate your time and effort.
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Program Review and Improvement Committee Report
Civil and Environmental Engineering Department
April, 1995
Findings
L Mission and Goals: The Civil and Environmental Engineering Department states that its
highest mission and goals priority is to prepare students for immediate entry into the profession by
providing them with a theoretically rigorous, "hands-on", practice-oriented education. Students
are prepared to pass the Fundamentals of Engineering examination. The Department has two
programs: Civil Engineering and Environmental Engineering.
II. Students: The programs are "impacted" with respect to admissions and no formal
recruitment program is pursued. About 2/3 of the students are first time freshmen and 1/3
transfer from other universities. The quality of entering students has improved slightly over the
past five years. The department attracts high quality students with high SAT scores (about 1200)
and high transfer GPA values (about 3.4). Students require 4.5 to 5 years to complete the degree
programs. Many scholarships are available for students. Students consistently have received state
and national recognition for their work and the Cal Poly Society of Civil Engineers received the
1994 Robert Ridgway Award as the best student chapter in the U.S.

ill. Curriculum: The programs relate the educational process to professional goals and careers
and maintains a close working relationship with practicing professionals. Approximately 85% of
the students pass the national Fundamentals ofEngineering examination in Civil Engineering. Cal
Poly has the highest unit requirement of the CSU and UC systems resulting in both breadth and
depth of student preparation which has earned the department an excellent reputation. The design
process is a key component of the curriculum. Humboldt and Cal Poly are the only CSU system
universities which offer Environmental Engineering, and UC Davis, UC Riverside and MIT have
modelled their new programs after Cal Poly's ENVE program.
IV. Instruction: The department has offered a group of innovative courses including
Professional Practice and courses incorporating a multimedia approach for graphical interaction
during the presentations. Because the program is impacted, low enrollment courses exist only at
the graduate level. Approximately 75% of the tenure-track faculty teach the GEB and service
courses in_ the department. The department has attracted a favorable percentage of women and
under-represented minority students into the major programs compared to the College of
Engineering as a whole. For-1993-94:
SCU/FTEF (used)
271
$/SCU
340

V: Faculty: The department has a total faculty of25 with 15 being tenure-track. Ofthe·tenure
track faculty, 14 hold a PhD degree and 9 are registered professional engineers. There are 2
female faculty (8%) compared to 24% in CE and 38% in ENVE as female students. Seven non
white faculty (28%) compare to 49% in CE and 42% in ENVE as under-represented minority
students. Some faculty are FelJows of the American Society of Civil Engineers and several faculty

--·
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have been recognized for teaching excellence. Professional development includes publication,
consulting, applied research, industrial/faculty exchanges, and leaves of absence and these are all
pursued by various faculty within the department. The faculty in the CE program have obtained
more than $3,829,000 and in the ENVE program have attracted more than $654,00 for funded
research during the past five years. They faculty have published 27 journal articles and 73
technical reports.
VI. Staff: The staff consists of two clerical and one technician positions.

VII. Facilities: The department maintains well equipped laboratories with many major
equipment items. The highly specialized and expensive equipment is creating an increasing
expense for technician service and maintenance.
Vlll. Relations to other programs and the professional community: Both the Civil
Engineering and the Environmental Engineering programs have received accreditation by the
Engineering Accreditation Commission of the Accreditation Board ofEngineering and
Technology. The department makes effective use ofits Industry Advisory Board. Local members
of the American Society of Civil Engineers volunteer-teach the Professional Practice course.
Faculty serve on a wide range of state or national committees, panels, or service boards. The CE
program has a joint masters program with the City and Regional Planning Department, and both
CE and ENVE have a joint masters program with the Agricultural Engineering Department.
IX. Employment and professional/graduate school opportunities for graduates: Students
pursuing a graduate degree have had a 100% success rate in acceptance. Many students obtain
jobs through previous co-op or other work experiences prior to graduation and often do not lise
the placement service.
Strengths:
1. Student chapter has received outstanding recognition nationally.
2. Active student advisory council. Their students participated in the review process and the
faculty trusted them to share with the committee.
3. Strong Latino engineering emphasis and overall minority enrollment.
4. Very high level of activity in professional development and grants attainment.
Weaknesses:
1. The faculty lacks gender diversity.
Recommendations:
1. Need to enhance the technical support staff and equipment maintenance budget.
2. Seek an additional faculty member in the Environmental Engineering program.
3. Seek ways to allow students to graduate sooner and to provide greater flexibility in the
curriculum with more free electives and reassess the needs for specific laboratory experiences.
4. The department should make every effort to increase the diversity of its faculty.
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PROGRAM: Civil an·d Environmental Engineering
Program Review
1994-95
This fonn assures that every item (or group of items) in the Request for Information is responded to.
Infonnation used in the review has been that provided by the Programs as well as that provided by
Admissions, Institutional Studies, and Charlie Crabb's office. The rating scheme consists of five categories:
M Minimal- Poorly developed or below university norms
A Adequate
E Exceptional - Program is innovative and/or above university norms
I Insufficient information
NA Not applicable to this program
ITEM

RATING

COMl\1ENTS

I. MISSION AND GOALS
A

1. Mission statement clearly stated?
2. Goals and objectives clear?

A

3. Consistent with university strategic plan?

A

4. Priorities consistent with mission and goals?

A

5. Unmet needs consistent with mission and
goals?

A

6. Is there a realistic plan to meet needs?

A

II. STUDENTS
1. Are new students balanced between freshmen,
transfers, and internal changes?

A

2. How does quality of applicant pool compare to
college and university?

A

3. How does gender and ethnic diversity compare
to college and university?

A

4. How do probation and dean's list percentages
compare to college and university?

A

5. How does persistence to graduation compare
to college and university?

A

6. Are recruitment efforts consistent with need?

A
E

7. Have students received recognition or awards?
III. CURRICULUM
1. Desired outcomes clear? Are they met?

SAT ,..1200
Transfer GPA ,..3.4

Outstanding student chapter

A

2. Is curriculum structure/concentrations clear?

A

3. Is the program "coherent?"

A
210/,..71

4. Total units/units in major department?

1

0 free electives
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PROGRAM: Civil and Environmental Engineering
5. How do course and unit requirements compare
to other institutions?

A

6. Is inclusion of contemporary topics adequate?

A

7. Are critical thinking component adequate?

A

8. Are gender and ethnicity dealt with in the
curriculum?

A

9. Is program assessment adequate and effective?

A

10. Are efforts to help under-prepared and at-risk
students adequate?

A

11. Are experiential learning opportunities avail
able and appropriate to the program?

A

IV. INSTRUCTION
1. How is diversity addressed in instruction?

A

2. Are innovative and new courses offered?

A

3. How is teaching quality assessed and used?

A

4. a. SCU/FfEF

271

b. FTEF used/FTEF generated

0.77

c. $/SCU

$340

d. WTU!FfEF

13.7

5. Are service course responsibilities met?

A

6. Are there low or oversubscribed courses?

A

7. Are GEB and service courses listed?

A

8. What percentage are taught by tenure track?

A

9. Are remedial courses and workload described?

NA

V. FACULTY
1. Are gender and diversity appropriate?

A

2. Are background and training appropriate?

A

3. Have faculty received special recognition?

A

4. Is professional development policy
appropriate?

A

5. Is level of professional development adequate?

E

6. Are grants and contracts adequate?

E

7. Is publication policy appropriate?

A

8. Is faculty publication record adequate?

A

2

Very high level of activity.
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VI. STAFF
1. Are program staff listed?
1

A

2. Is staffing level adequate for needs?

M

VII. FACIUTIES
1. Are facilities described?

< 1 technician

A

2. How well are facilities maintained?

A

3. Is library collection adequate?

A

4. Any other relevant facilities?

A

VIII. RELATIONS TO TiiE OUTSIDE
1. Program accredited or taking steps?

Yes

2. If not, is there outside review?
3. Most recent report included?

Yes

4. Solicit advice, etc. from prof. community?

A

5. Are faculty involved at state and national level?
6. Are interdisciplinary efforts adequate?

A·

7. Are interdisciplinary courses taught?

A

Masters with CRP

A

Env. Engr. opportunities esp. good.

A

IX. OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATES
1. Do graduates have employment opportunities?
2. Do graduates have grad/prof school options?

A

3. Have recent graduates been successful?

A

X. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Is the program meeting its goals and objectives?
General comments:

3
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STATE of CALIFORNIA

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN LUIS OBISPO

MEMORANDUM
TO:

R.D. Knight, Chair
Program Review and Improvement Committee

DATE:
FILE:

E./2.71~

COPIES:

May 12, 1995
\ean\aprresp.mem

P.Y. Lee

FROM:

Edward A. NowatZkiCthair
Civil and Environmental Engineering

SUBJECT:

DRAFT REPORT OF THE PROGRAM REVIEW AND IMPROVEMENT
COMMITTEE

J. Wilson

The Civil and Environmental Department acknowledges receipt of the Committee's draft report and
wishes to clarify the statement contained in the report regarding the number of faculty in the
Department. There are actually 16 tenured/tenure-track faculty in the Department, representing 16
FTEF. The remaining faculty are all part-time Jecturers. Although there may be as many as 15 to 20
such lecturers teaching during the year and representing an additiona15 or 6 FTEF, some ofthem cover
courses from which our tenured/tenure-track faculty have been released in order to pursue their funded
research. Those lecturers actually represent substitution FTEFs in terms of instruction, and should not
be double-counted. Therefore, the Department's total number of instructional FTEFs is more like 19 or
20 rather than the "...25 total faculty ... " mentioned in the report.
Except for this clarification, the Department accepts the Committee's report and wishes to thank its
members for their time and effort.

.'

'

..
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Program Review and Improvement Committee Report
Foreign Languages and Literatures Department
L Mission and Goals: The Foreign Languages and Literatures Department indicates that they
are an internationally-oriented department whose 'mission and goals is in line with the mission and
goals of Cal Poly. The department provides a minor; it does not provide a major. The department's
top priorities are tied to the redesign of their curriculum, development of a Rhetorical Syllabus, a
proposal for a major and a national search for a new department chair.
Under the area of the program's major unmet needs, the department indicates that the 'Pniversity
has abdicated it responsibility to provide resources to support the department's international and
domestic needs. However the question is "How do you plan to address these unmet needs?" or
what strategies is the department developing to address these unmet needs?
II. Students: Although the department felt that this question was not applicable, the committee
feels that even at this early date the department should start seizing the opportunity to specify what
students in a Foreign Languages and Literatures rn..a,j,QI: should consist of in terms of quality, diver
sity, etc.
IlL Curriculum: Minors are offered in French, German and Spanish and consists of 28 total
units. Contemporary language techniques and topics are brought into the curriculum via regular
visits to countries such as Austria, Germany, France, Spain, Mexico, Japan, etc. Thus the depart-·
ments curriculum development strategy is driven by the respective cultures involved in each lan
guage. The Department is active and sponsors numerous student language and cultural clubs. In
addition, much effort is expended on helping retain at-risk students via advising and tutorial pro

grams.
IV. Instruction:The department is making an excellent effort in addressing diversity issues in
their instruction and their extra curricular efforts. Some 10 GEB/service courses are taught by the
department . In addition, some 15 elementary courses serve as language requirements in four de
partments. One hundred percent of the GEB courses are taught by tenure-track faculty.

SCU/FIEF: 331
$/SCU: $229.35
V. Faculty: The department has 6 tenure track faculty and 8 lecturers. Of the14 individuals 10
are female and 50% are minorities. These diversity figures are excellent. A summary of-the profes
sional development efforts undertaken by the faculty reveals much activity.
VI. Staff:· As a minor the staff is considered adequate. However expansion to a major would re
quire additional staff such as a full-time lab director.

vn
)

Facilities: The swing toward computer-based instruction and multimedia laboratories
means the current language lab facilities are out of date. A portion of the department's facilities are
inadequate for language classroom use due to excessive street noise. Because of recent budget cuts
current holdings in relevant serials and periodicals are non-existent.
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VllL Relations: There is no accrediting agency for this program. Members of the faculty hold
positions on various professional boards and councils. The department is active in teaching inter
disciplinary courses in Ethnic Studies and Humanities.
IX. Opportunities for Graduates: Although the department does not have a major, in building
a strong case for the future it might be good to track minors and to show their success because of
their language minor.

Strengths:
1. The department is making an excellent effort in addressing diversity issues in their instruction.
2. The department is making a very good effort in extra curricular efforts such as student cultural
clubs
3. The faculty's professional development efforts are very good.
Weakness:
1. The departments facilities need up-grading.
2. The faculty is over-committed.
3. The department must take greater responsibility for their internal and external development
efforts.
Recommendations:
1. Start a search for a new department head as soon as funding is available.
2. Start to develop strategies for other sources of funding such as the Japan foundation, corporate
funding via American based German, Japanese, Italian, etc. companies for facility, equipment,
student and faculty development. ·
3. Start gathering hard data to produce a feasibility study on a Languages major.
4. If the department expands to a major status the department should include an emphasis on
·
Pacific Rim languages.
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PROGRAM: Foreign Lariguages and Literatures
Program Review
1994-95

This form assures that every item (or·group of items) in the Request for Information is responded to.
Information used in the review has been that provided by the Programs as well as that provided by
Admissions, Institutional Studies, and Charlie Crabb's oftice. The rating scheme consists of five categories:
M Minimal - Poorly developed or below university norms
A

Adequate

E Exceptional - Program is innovative and/or above university norms
I Insufficient information
NA Not applicable to this program
ITEM

RATING

COl\fl\1ENTS

I. MISSION AND GOALS

1. Mission statement clearly stated?

A

2. Goals and objectives clear? ·
3. Consistent with university strategic plan?

A

4. Priorities consistent with mission and goals?

A

5. Unmet needs consistent with mission and
goals? ·

A

6. Is there a realistic plan to meet needs?

M

A

Plans need to be centered on actions
department can take.

II. STUDENTS

NA

1. Are new students balanced between freshmen,

transfers, and internal changes?
2. How does quality of applicant pool compare to
college and university?

NA

3. How does gender and ethnic diversity compare
to college and university?

NA

4. How do probation and dean's list percentages
compare to college and university?

NA

5. How does persistence to graduation compare
to college and university?

NA

6. Are recruitment efforts consistent with need?

NA·
NA

7. Have students received recognition or awards?
III. CURRICULUM
1. Desired outcomes clear? Are they met?

A-

2. Is curriculum structure/concentrations clear?

A

3. Is the program "coherent?"

A

1

Reference to Foreign Service exams is
interesting, but seems more a skills
assessment than a desired outcome
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4. Total units/units in major department?

NA

5. How do course and unit requirements compare
to other institutions?

A

6. Is inclusion of contemporary topics adequate?
7. Are critical thinking component adequate?

A
A

8. Are gender and ethnicity dealt with in the
curriculum?

A

9. Is program assessment adequate and effective?

A+

10. Are efforts to help under-prepared and at-risk
students adequate?

A

11. Are experiential learning opportunities available and appropriate to the program?

A

IV. INSTRUCTION

1. How is diversity addressed in instruction?

E

2. Are innovative and new courses offered?

A

3. How is teaching quality assessed and used?
4. a. SCUIFIEF

A

•'

..

301

b. FTEF used/FfEF generated
c. $/SCU

I

Program says this data not available.

$229

d. WTUIFTEF

14

5. Are service course responsibilities met?
6. Are there low or oversubscribed courses?

A
A

7. Are GEB and service courses listed?

A

8. What percentage are taught by tenure track?

E

9. Are remedial courses and workload described?

Intro Spanish sections frequently"
overenrolled.
100% of GEB by tenure-track

NA

V. FACULTY
1. Are gender and diversity appropriate?

E

2. Are background and training appropriate?

A

3. Have faculty received special recognition?

A

4. Is professional development policy
appropriate?

A

5. Is level of professional development adequate?

E

6. Are grants and contracts adequate?

A

7. Is publication policy appropriate?

A

2

·

·-·

High level of activity by all faculty.

I

I
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8. Is faculty publication record adequate?

A

..

VI. STAFF
1. Are program staff listed?

A

2. Is staffing level adequate for needs?

A

VII. F ACillTIES
1. Are facilities described?

A

But need better classroom location.

2. How well are facilities maintained?

A

3. Is library collection adequate?

A-

But need plan for regular updating of
language lab.
Has gaps, needs attention.

4. Any other relevant facilities?

NA

VIII. RELATIONS TO TI!E OUTSIDE
1. Program accredited or taking steps?

N

None available

2. If not, is there outside review?

N

See comment below.

3. Most recent report included?

NA
A-

4. Solicit advice, etc. from prof. community?

IX.

X.

5. Are faculty involved at state and national level?

A

6. Are interdisciplinary efforts adequate?

A

7. Are interdisciplinary courses taught?

A

Program should consider an outside
review and/or an outside consultant
before making a ~oposal for a major.

1. Do graduates have employment opportunities?

I

Department should have some info on
opportunities for students with language

2. Do graduates have grad/prof school options?

I

minor and should make some effort to

3. Have recent graduates been successful?

I

track previous students.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATES

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

A

Is the program meeting its goals and objectives?

3
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California Polytechnic State University

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

May 12, 1995

TO:

Randy Knight, Chair
Program Review and

FROM:

William
Foreign Languages

SUBJECT: Program

Review

COPIES: Paul Zingg, Dean
Jack Wilson, Senate
Foreign Languages
1994-1995

The Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures would like to
thank you and the Program Review and Improvement Committee for
your work on our behalf. We are very pleased by your sensitive,
insightful, and helpful review and critique of all aspects of our
Department.
In addition to the information contained in the memorandum I gave
you on April 21, 1995, which we would like in the official record, ~
would like to add the following comments on Item 1.6. in the review
outline (plans to meet needs). The item has been graded "minimum"
(M) and therefore merits some response. Bold print indicates the
original category; small type is our original statement; larger print
is a current response to the item.
Which of
. your goals. are your highest priOrities?

a . Propose and obtain a Major in Foreign Language~ and literatures

We are well on our way to submitting a solid proposal. We will act
on the Committee's recommendation to help us achieve this goal.
b. O,ange the Department name to Department of International languages

Program Review
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Here the name change (whatever it will be) will be contained in the
proposal.
c. Get funding for tenure-track Japanese position via Japan Foundation grant or
state funds, whichever is first.

We continue to await news about this strong proposal. No news, for
now, is good news.
d. Redesign the Departmental cunicula in French, Gennan, Italian, Japanese,
Spanish, Humanities, Ethnic Studies, and Foreign languages for the semester
system or whatever calendar Cal Poly adopts.

Our Rhetorical Syllabus is just about done and it will drive
completion of this goal.

the

e. Get authorization for funding for a temrre-track position in French, German, and
Technology (including the Language Laboratoty).

Most likely, getting this position will be the task of whatever chair
replaces Dr. Little in 1996-97.
f.

Obtain a 32-seat state-of-the art multimedia language laboratoty.

Dr. Little will continue working on this as soon as he returns from
West Point with the new knowledge he obtains while there. We have
already submitted a statement of this need to Sue Childers-Kratt as
part of the CLA major fundraising campaign.
g. Obtain complete multimedia computer workstations for an Departmental
faculty so that they can create and effectively deliver state-of-the art language
courses; this includes obtaining significant retraining via released time.

Dr. Little will continue working on this as soon as he returns from
West Point with the new knowledge he obtains while there. We have
already submitted a statement of this need to Sue Childers-Kratt as
part of the CLA major .fundraising campaign.
h. Complete collaboration with Ethnic Studies for their two 1994-95 searches.

This has been completed very successfully for both ES and FLL.
i.

Collaborate in organizing a CSU I CALL (national Center for the Advancement of
language Learning) colloquium for CSU administrators and foreign languages to

Program Review
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be held in Spring 1995 at San Francisco State University and co-sponsored by Cal
Poly, San Francisco State and CSU Stanislaus.

This has been continued throughout the year and will
accomplished by FLC in Fall 1995 at San Francisco State. ·
j.

be

Organize "musical positions day'' for Cal Poly and K-12 foreign language
classrooms under the auspices of CCALP (Central Coast Association of language
Professionals).

This has not been done, but its accomplishment depends more on
CCALP than us.
k. Design outside fund-raising for the Department, students, and curricula

This has already been done via Sue Childers-Kratt
within
the
framework of how this works in CLA. A new chair should begin more
fund-raising within the guidelines and structures of CLA.
l . Invite new honoraty FLL faculty members: Candace Slater, Susan Opava, lrel
Urreiztieta, and Juan Gonzalez.
·

Dr. Urreiztieta will be closely associated with the Department of
Foreign Languages and Literatures in 1995-96. We have to
reevaluate what to do about the others.
m. Promote and continue our successfu1 Summer Mexioo Study Program in
Cuemavaca, Mexico.

This has been done very successfully.
n. Create future study programs in Venezuela, Spain, France, Germany, Italy, and
Japan.

We have supported creation of the program in Thailand, and we are
actively pursuing a program in Chile in the near future. We are in
touch with CSU IP about a program in Italy. A lot of this activity
depends on how international programs are organized by the upper
administration at Cal Poly in the near future. In any case, FLL is the
model department at Cal Poly for such programs.
o. Make bilateral distance learning agreement with CSU Monterey Bay and/or
Defense Language Institute to import Thai (for the Pacific Rim Initiative in
Thailand) and other languages.

Program Review
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This has been tabled for now due to uncertainties at the DLI and
CSUMB. Thai may be imported via NASILP in the near future.
Contacts remain active for realization of this goal.
p. Collaborate with CCALP and Cal Poly's University Center for Teacher
Education for inter-segmental articulation between Kindergarten through
twelfth-grade schools, local Community Colleges, and Cal Poly.

CCALP has taken over this goal; progress will be slow; the whole
plan will take about 10 years to achieve; much of the success of
this goal depend on UCTE and CCALP, but we maintain active,
supportive contacts.
q. Support multicultural publication with Everardo Martinez (Assistant Director
of Admissions).

Accomplished.
r.

Collaborate with efforts to reinstitute Cal Poly's International Center.

Collaboration is active and bearing some positive fruit. Success
will depend on the Vice President and the Academic Senate.
s.

Plan for search for Department Chair in 1995-96 (to begin July 1, 1996).

We are working actively with Dean Zingg to achieve this goal.
t.

Work with Phi Beta Delta, Cal Poly's Honor Society for International
Scholars.

Phi Beta Delta has been successfully reactivated this year due to
our efforts.
u. Work with CLA Strategic Planning Committee.

Accomplished.
4. What are the program's majorurunet needs? How do yoo plan to address 1hese unmet
needs?
AJl of the above are major unmet needs. Probably the most obvious reason v.Tiy these
needs are unmet is because foreign languages are the University's most disadvantaged
disciplines. This fact is attested to by the fact that since 1932 there have been no
Majors in any foreign language at Cal Poly. This means that the size of the
Department faculty is too small by a halt, that it has no alumni to raise -funds or
apply public pressure to obtain 90% of its goals and objectives. Within its resources
the College of Llberal Arts has been and continues to be as supportive as it reasonably

Program Review
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can be; but the University has abdicated its responsibility to devote sufficient
resources to properly support these internationally and domestically-oriented
disciplines. Therefore, the means to fulfill unmet needs are

We now see serious commitments of support to us from CLA and the
upper administration. We have already accomplished 52% of the
above goals. Several others have been passed on to other agencies,
and the rest are still in process. With no new resources we have
increased our estimated success rate from 10% to 52%. This is an
increased efficiency and success quotient of 520% in the period of
less than one academic year.
a.

toobtainaddedposi~

The Japan Foundation remains our hope for accomplishing this goal
in the immediate future.
h

to get a Major, and

We continue to make progress internally toward this goal; we will
be ready for the 1995-97 curriculum cycle for moving our proposal
forward and we have the political clout to get it; also, we got the
Dean to support this goal in principle. We will include all of the
Committee's recommendations on tracking minors and the like in our
proposal.
c.

to obtain maja TeN revenues.

We are working effectively with
achieve this goal.

CLA

and

Sue Childers-Kratt to

In our judgment, our plan is fully in place; it is well articulated; it
is being accomplished step by step; and the major goals either have
been fulfilled or are realistically achievable in the near and long
range future.

)
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Program Review and Improvement Committee Report

Forestry and Natural Resources
April1995
Findings
I. :Mission and Goals: Forestry and Natural Resources is one of tv·IO degree programs in the
Natural Resources Management Department within the College of Agricl;llture. Nine
tenured/tenure-track faculty and two lectures serve a student population of approximately 300
majors. The primary program goals are:
·
*To provide a professional education in forestry and natural resources disciplines,
*To provide emphasis areas in urban forestry; watershed, chaparral, and fire management;
parks and forest recreation; and environmental management and protection,
*To develop and maintain a small Masters degree program, and
*To promote faculty and staff development
II. Students: The program gets about half of its majors as entering freshmen and half as transfer

students. Student test' scores and GPA' s are below University averages but high within the
College of Agriculture. Non-Asian minorities make up only "" 10% of the students, and there has
been little change in diversity over the past 8 years. More than 20% of students are on academic
probation, and less than 10% are on the Dean's List.
Ill. Curriculum: The degree requires 198 units, of which 89 are in the major department.
There are 8 free electives. Although natural resources management is a department emphasis,
some students (depending on concentration) take only one quarter of biological science in the
Biology Department.
IV. Instruction: The department appears to have an excess of both low enrollment and high
enrollment courses. For 1993-94:
SCU/FfEF
255
$/SCU
$296
V. Faculty: Faculty diversity is minimal. The tenured/tenure-track faculty are all white males;
there is one female lecturer. Faculty professional development is strong, with all faculty
members participating in various activities.
VI. Facilities: Department facilities appear to have maintenance problems. There is currently no
technical staff, although this is a serious need. The program's off-campus facilities, such as the
Swanton Ranch, are excellent and are a strength of the program.
Vll. Relations to Other Programs and the Professional Community: The department just
received its first accreditation from the Society of American Foresters. It runs through 1999.
VITI. Opportunities for Graduates: Job opportunities and placements for graduates appear to
be excellent.
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Strengths

1. Job opportunities and placement of graduates.
: 2. Faculty professional development
.
3. Off-campus facilities, such as the Swanton Ranch.
Weaknesses

1. Minimal faculty diversity.
2. Low student diversity.
Recommendations
1. All students, regardless of concentration, should take a full year of fundamental biological
science in the Biology Department
·
2. The program should consider lowering the number of required units and decreasing the
percentage of total units within the major department
3. The program needs technical support and needs university assistance with facilities repairs.
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PROGRAM: Forestry and Natural Resources
Program Review
1994-95
This form assures that every item (or group of items) in the Request for Information is responded to.
Information used in the review has been that provided by the Programs as well as that provided by
Admissions, Institutional Studies, and Charlie Crabb's office. The rating scheme consists of five categories:
M Minimal - Poorly developed or below university norms
A Adequate
E Exceptional - Program is innovative and/or above university norms
I Insufficient information
NA Not applicable to this program
ITEM

RATING COMlVIENTS

I. MISSION AND GOALS

1. Mission statement clearly stated?

A

2. Goals and objectives clear? ·
3. Consistent with university strategic plan?

A
A
·A

4. Priorities consistent with mission and goals?
5. Needs consistent with mission and goals?

A

6. Is there a realistic plan to meet needs?

A

II. STUDENTS
1. Are new students balanced between freshmen,
transfers, and internal changes?

Some unmet needs seem rather serious.

A

2. How does quality of applicant pool compare to
college and university?

A

SAT =1000
Transfer GPA =2.9

3. How does gender and ethnic diversity compare
to college and university?

A

4. How do probation and dean's list percentages
compare to college and university?

A

Non-asian minorities only ""10%. No
change in diversity in 8 years.
>20% on probabtion, <10% on dean's
list

5. How does persistence to graduation compare
to college and university?

A

6. Are recruitment efforts consistent with need?

A

7. Have students received recognition or awards?

A

III. CURRICULUM
1. Desired outcomes clear? Are they met?

A

2. Is curriculum structure/concentrations clear?

A
A

3. Is the program "coherent?"
4. Total units/units in major department?

198/89

1

8 free electives. Why> 186 units?
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5. How do course and unit requirements compare
to other institutions?

A

6. Is inclusion of contemporary topics adequate?

A

7. Are critical thinking component adequate?

A

8. Are gender and ethnicity dealt with in the
curriculum?

A

9. Is program assessment adequate and effective?

A

10. Are efforts to help under-prepared and at-risk
students adequate?

A

11. Are experiential learning opportunities avail
able and appropriate to the program?

A

IV. INSTRUCTION
1. How is diversity addressed in instruction?

A

2. Are innovative and new courses offered?

A

3. How is teaching quality assessed and used?

A

4. a. SCU/FfEF

255

b. FIEF used!FTEF generated

I

c. $/SCU

$296

d. WTUIFI'EF

14.3

5. Are service course responsibilities met?

A

6. Are there low or oversubscribed courses?

A

7. Are GEB and service courses listed?

A

8. What percentage are taught by tenure track?

A

9. Are remedial courses and workload described?

NA

V. FACULTY

1. Are gender and diversity appropriate?

M

2. Are background and training appropriate?

A

3. Have faculty received special recognition?

A

4. Is professional development policy
appropriate?

A

5. Is level of professional development adequate?

A

.6. Are grants and contracts adequate?

E

7. Is publication policy appropriate?

A

8. Is faculty publication record adequate?

E

2

100% white male tenure/tenure track.
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VI. STAFF

1. Are program staff listed?

A

2. Is staffing level adequate for needs?

M

VII. FACIUTIES
1. Are facilities described?
2. How well are facilities maintained?

M

3. Is library collection adequate?

A

4. Any other relevant facilities?

E

A

VIII. RELATIONS TO THE OUTSIDE
1. Program accredited or taking steps?

Yes

2. If not, is there outside review?
3. Most recent report included?

IX.

X.

Need a technician.

Yes

4. Solicit advice, etc. from prof. community?

A

5. Are faculty involved at state and national level?

A

6. Are interdisciplinary efforts adequate?

A

7. Are interdisciplinary courses taught?

A

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATES

E

1. Do graduates have e!llployment opportunities?
2. Do graduates have grad/prof school options?

A

3. Have recent graduates been successful?

A

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

A

Is the program meeting its goals and objectives?

3

Swanton ranch and tree fanns.
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State of California

California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo, California 93407

Memorandum
To:

Fr:

R. D. Knight, Chair
Program Review and Improvem{) Committee

~~

Norman H. Pillsbury, Head
Natural Resources Managem~t Department

S u bj ec t:

Date: May 1, 1995
cc: Joseph Jen, CAGR
FNRFaculty

Response to draft committee report dated 4119/95

Thank you for considering the information that representative faculty and I presented both
orally and in writing at the April 7th meeting with the PRI Committee. We were very
disappointed in not having the specified time for our presentation due to the committee allowing
the prior presentation to run long. Also, it is unfortunate that there were so few committee
members present, with one coming late and leaving early. We were under the impression that
the early hour was selected so that all members could be present. We are of the opinion that
some conclusions and facts in the Committee report are in still incorrect or misleading, perhaps
for the reasons stated above. Our faculty appreciates the opportunity to address them again.

ill. Curriculum
The report rating form depicts the 198 units as high, but does not identify the criteria by which
the number of units is judged. This total is not high among professional/technical programs in
the university, nor is it high among other universities in the U.S. having similar programs (see
page 3 of our attached Clarification and Supplemental Information, April 7, 1995). We
discussed at length the reasons for 198 units with the committee, including what is required by
our accrediting body and for licensing.
The report narrative states that the number of units required from within the department is high.
No evidence is presented to indicate how this compares with the number of units among .
professional/technical programs in the university. Based on a quick review of 8 majors
including English, Art and History, we do not believe t~ese units to be in excess among either
.
professional/technical programs or liberal arts programs. We request that both your
recommendation for lowering the number of required units, and decreasing the percentage of
total units within the major be withdrawn, or that substantive information obtained from
· professional/technical programs be provided showing the implied disparity.
The report narrative is misleading to state that some students (depending on the concentration)
take only one quarter of biological science in the Biology Department. It appears that this .
statement is made in reference to FNR students following ONE of the FIVE concentrations in
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the department (the Environmental Management Concentration I), and fails to take into
consideration several other factors presented to the committee.
Three faculty in the NRM Department have backgrounds and degrees in applied biological
science areas and teach two applied ecology courses, one of which is required of all students
(Ecology of Resource Areas-4 units), and the second (Fire Ecology-3 units) is a concentration
Restricted Elective in the Environmental Management and other concentrations. In addition, all
students must take an applied forest biology course (Forest Protectjon-5 units; pathological,
entomological and environmental factors). Lastly, although some committee members were
not present, we presented the number of units devoted to forest biology in the curriculum
which is the highest of the four professional areas (see page 12 of our attached Clarification
and Supplemental Information, April 7, 1995). Students following the other five
concentrations (a clear majority of the students) take about two years of biological sciences.
We believe the committee report to be inaccurate and misleading on this issue and request a
change, under "Findings" and ''Recommendations" to acknowledge the number of biological
sciences courses all FNR students take.

If the committee still does not understand the curriculum structure and rationale, we

request another meeting with myself and interested faculty, with ample time to explore
the issues of concern, at your earliest convenience.

IV. Instruction
We believe that item IV.6 of the report rating form is incorrect. Although we were short of
time and didn't discuss this item, we did clearly outline the status of apparent "low and over
subscribed courses" on page 5 of the Clarification and Supplemental Information provided to
the committee on April 7th.
LOW ENROLLMENT: Of the 10 sections listed, 4 sections are Concurrent Enrollment or
Distance Learning sections, and are NOT separate sections, even though they are shown that
way on the printout supplied to us. They are taught as an adjunct to the -01 section, and are
taught at the same time. In addition, 3 sections have already either been moved to a more
conducive time or the course was dropped from the major.
Of the remaining 3 courses, 1 is a graduate class which is a problem we are currently
discussing, and the other two are concentration courses. The number of students in that
concentration is rising quickly, and low enrollment will not be a problem next year.

I The Environmental Management concentration is listed as a concentration by two departments, Soil Science,
and NRM. By its nature it is interdisciplinary. The majors from which the students come determine the Majors
Courses Required. In the NRM Department the students within the concentration in addition to the biological
sciences courses discussed above, are required to take a one year "science series" in Chemistry (physical and
organic). The majority of environmental management constituents (i.e., The Association of Environmental
Professionals) believe that a good understanding of chemistry is basic to solving and managing problems with
air, water and land.
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We fail to see how temporary low enrollment in 2 concentration courses and 1 graduate course,
out of 50 lecture/lab courses in the program, can be construed as an excess. Please adjust your
rating form comment, or substantiate the criteria applied to all programs under review.
OVERSUBSCRIBED COURSES: Our course offerings keep pace with the demand, and most
courses in the major completely fill each quarter. Students do not have difficulty obtaining
major classes. These are what we call "fully" enrolled courses on page 5 of the Clarification
and Supplemental Information provided to the conunittee on April 7th.
We do not have oversubscribed courses. Please change your rating form comment and rating.
Thank you for the opportunity to address these issues.

)
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Program Review and Improvement Conunittee Report
Mathematics
12 May 1995
Findings
I. Mission and Goals: The Mathematics Department states that its highest mission &
goals priority is to teach students to understand and use appropriate classical and modem
methods in the solution of mathematical problems. This, and others stated seem in "tune"
with those of the university. A large portion of this department's responsibility is. in
service to other majots.
II. Students: The Mathematics Department in reference to their own majors, in the past
two years, have admitted 20% FTF, and 31% transfer students. The SAT scores for
freshmen(=1080) are on par with the rest of the university. Approximately 53% of
freshmen are women. and 32% are classed as ethnic minorities. The transfer average
GPA is 3.06 . In the past 4 years the graduating senior GPA is near 3.0. The gender and
ethnic diversity ratio is excellent. In the past year, 12% of the majors are on the Dean's
List and 15% are on academic probation. The students have excelled in the William
Lowell Putnam Competition, placing 19 out of 291 teams( approximately in the top 10%).
The undergraduates are active in national research experience and presentations of
research papers ..
III. Curriculum: Tbe Mathematics Department requires a total of 186 units for majors
with 22 free electives. These numbers represent a close correlation with the "desired"
major requirements for future graduates. The majors are required to take 75 units from
their own department ( 40%). The curriculum is directed toward the career objectives in:
a. business and industry, b. teaching at the secondary level, and c. graduate study in math
or some related field.- The desired outcomes are clear and well stated. Cal Poly
mathematics students take more math courses, more support courses(PHYS, STAT, CSC,
IME), and more units in major and the general support area than UC Davis, Sac State,
and San Jose State, math majors. The 1994 external review team called Cal Poly's
Mathematics Department a "model" curriculum.
IV. Instruction: The department seems to accommodate the many service students that
need math courses. Low enrollment courses( Less than 10) are predominantly math
major courses and the department has been offering many of these in alternate years to
boost enrollment. They teach two remedial courses and 25 sections of pre-calculus for a
workload of 16%. For 1993-94 :
SCU/FfEF 327
S/SCU
$247
V. Faculty: The department has 33 faculty :members, only 3 of whom are women, even
though 50% of the student majors are women. The professors include one Hispanic Male,
one Asian Male, and no other non-white. Every full time faculty member has a PhD in
mathematics. The department professional development policy is compliance with the
School policy. Grants and development are largely results of the efforts of five faculty( 1
mill 5 years), and it seems publications are adequate.
VI. Staff: Due to the lack of a system administrator, the department is forced to assign a
professor to these duties. ·
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VII. Facilities: The present facilities, with the exception of the classroom used for
elementary teacher preparation seem adequate. Each faculty member has a computer or
terminal. The college has one computer technician to maintain 250 computers in six
buildings.
·

VIII. Relation to Other Programs and The Professional Community: There is no
formal accreditation in mathematics. In 1994, an outside review was conducted and the
results were commendable. The report stated that this program exceeds the
recommendations of the Committee on Undergraduate Programs of the Mathematical
Association of America. The consultants also were pleased that "Cal Poly mathematics
courses are not taught in large classes." Department members serve on national
committees.
IX. Opportunities for Graduates: Opportunities for graduates seem to be mostly in the
field of computing and engineering( 42% of graduates in 1992-93). Teaching is
approximately 20%. Approximately 10% go to graduate school.
Strengths:
1. Math students have done well in student competition.
2. The desired outcomes of the curriculum seem to be met.
3. Cal Poly has one of the strongest math programs in the CSU.
4. The math program unit structure( 186) is leading the trend for reduced unit
professional programs.
5. With the exception of the teacher training room, the facilities are very good.
6. The external program review was favorable to the department's efforts.
7. The faculty are all PhD's, with national recognition and participation.
8. The gender/ethnicity ratio of students is corrunendable.
\Veaknesses:
1. The faculty lacks gender and ethnic diversity.
2. The department lacks a staff system administrator to oversee computer operations.
Recommendations:
1. While noting the difficulty, the Committee believes that Math should make a stronger
effort to hire women and minority faculty.
2. Seek financial support for allocations to hire a staff system computer administrator.
3. Encourage tbe.recognition of appropriate math skills and placement to be a part of
admission requirements.
4. Improve the tracking of persistence to graduation of majors.
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1994-95
This form assures that every item (or group of items) in the Request for Information is responded to.
Information used in the review has been that provided by ilie Programs as well as that provided by
Admissions, Institutional Studies, and Charlie Crabb's office. The rating scheme consists of five categories:
M Minimal -Poorly developed or below university norms
A Adequate
E Exceptional- Program is innovative and/or above university norms
I Insufficient information
NA Not applicable to this program
ITEI\1

RATING

C01\11\1ENTS

I. MISSION AND GOALS

1. Mission statement clearly stated?

A

2. Goals and objectives clear?

A

3. Consistent with university strategic plan?

A

4. Priorities consistent with mission and goals?

A

5. Unmet needs consistent with mission and
goals?

A

.

-~-

6. Is there a realistic plan to meet needs?

A

II. STUDENTS
A

1. Are new students balanced between freshmen,

transfers, and internal changes?
2. How does quality of applicant pool compare to
college and university?

A

SAT =1100
Transfer GPA =3.25

3. How does gender and ethnic diversity compare
to college and university?

E

50% women

4. How do probation and dean's list percentages
compare to college and university?

A

5. How does persistence to graduation compare
to college and university?

A?

6. Are recruitment efforts consistent with need?
7. Have students received recognition or awards?

A

More recent data would be useful.

E

Putnam competition results.

1. Desired outcomes clear? Are they met?

E

External review noted this to be a
"model curriculum." ·

2. Is curriculum structure/concentrations clear?

A

3. Is the program "coherent?"

A

III. CURRICULUM

186ns

4. Total units/units in major department?

1

22 free electives
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5. How do course and unit requirements compare
to other institutions?

A

6. Is inclusion of contemporary topics adequate?

A

7. Are critical iliinking component adequate?

A

8. Are gender and ethnicity dealt wiili in ilie
curriculum?

A

9. Is program assessment adequate and effective?

A

10. Are efforts to help under-prepared and at-risk
students adequate?

A

11. Are experiential learning opportunities available and appropriate to the program?

A

IV. INSTRUCTION
1. How is diversity addressed in instruction?

A+

2. Are innovative and new courses offered?

A

3. How is teaching quality assessed and used?

A

4. a. SCU!FfEF

Emerging scholars program.

327

b. FfEF used/FTEF generated
c. $/SCU

?
$247

d. WTU/FfEF

12.4

5. Are service course responsibilities met?

A

6. Are iliere low or oversubscribed courses?

A

7. Are GEB and service courses listed?

A

8. What percentage are taught by tenure track?

A

9. Are remedial courses and workload described?

A

V. FACULTY
1. Are gender and diversity appropriate?
2. Are background and training appropriate?
3. Have faculty received special recognition?

M

Women and ethnic low, especially since
50% of majors are women.

A
A+

Several teaching awards

4. Is professional development policy
appropriate?

A

5. Is level of professional development adequate?

A

6. Are grants and contracts adequate?

A

7. Is publication policy appropriate?

A

8. Is faculty publication record adequate?

A

2
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VI. STAFF
1. Are program staff listed?

A

2. Is staffing level adequate for needs?

M

VII. F ACIUTIES
1. Are facilities described?

Need computer system technician

A

2. How well are facilities maintained?

A

3. Is library collection adequate?

A
A-

Teacher activity room needs help.

VIII. RELATIONS TO TiiE OUTSIDE
1. Program accredited or taking steps?

N

No accreditation available

2. If not, is there outside review?

y

3. Most recent report included?

y

4. Solicit advice, etc. from prof. community?

A

5. Are faculty involved at state and national level?

A

6. Are interdisciplinary efforts adequa~?

A

7. Are interdisciplinary courses taught?

A

4. Any other relevant facilities?

IX. OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATES
1. Do graduates have employment opportunities?

A

2. Do graduates have grad/prof school options?

A

3. Have recent graduates been successful?

A

X. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Is the program .meeting its goals and objectives?

A

3
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State of California

Memorandum

California Polytechnic State

San Luis Obispo, CA 93407

Date:

To:

University

May 1, 1995

Randy Knight, Chair
Program Review and Improvement Committee

From:
Copies: Dept. Review
Committee

Subject:

Draft Report:

Mathematics Department Program Review

Thanks to you and your committee for what appears to be an enormous amount of
time and effort spent on reviewing our department and the other departments up
for review this year. This memo constitutes the response you requested.

In response to Recommendation #1 ". . . make a stronger effort to hire women
and minority faculty": Over the last 13 years we have been able to hire
only two tenure-track faculty members, one man and one woman. This
inability to hire new faculty members has made it impossible for the
.
department to adequately increase the number of women and
underrepresented ethnic minorities. The department has put together a
hiring plan for the next five years which, if approved by the dean, will
enable us to address this problem.
In response to Recommendation #2 "Seek financial support for allocations to hire
a staff system computer administrator": We agree, and intend to pursue
this more vigorously as the budget improves.
In response to Recommendation #3 "Encourage .. ~ appropriate mathematical
skills . . . be a part of admission requirements": We agree. This was the
original intent of the CSU Academic Senate resolution which set up the ELM·.
Tom Hale has been working on the statewide API Workgroup on
Underprepared Students which has been discussing this, and is pessimistic
about the political feasibility of instituting such a requirement.
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In response to Recommendation #4 "Improve the tracking of persistence to
graduation of majors" and the comment on the ratings sheet "More recent
data would be useful" (on persistence to graduation): Institutional Studies
does not currently provide persistence to graduation data by department.
They intend to provide this information in the near future. Considering the
number of our majors and the available support staff, we have little choice
but to wait for Institutional Studies to provide this data.
In response to the A (adequate) ratings in section Ill, Curriculum:
We have one
of the strongest undergraduate programs in the CSU, and better than many
UC programs. The nationally known external review team which evaluated
our department last year concurred. Their analysis states "we commend the
Cal Poly Mathematics Department for developing a model mathematics
program for its majors." The panel went on to recommend our program for
inclusion in a study sponsored by · the Mathematical Association of America
and the National Science Foundation called Case Studies in Exemplary
Undergraduate Programs in Mathematics. While we appreciate the E rating
for item 1, we beieve that the undergraduate curriculum in mathematics
deserves a rating of E (exceptional) in most categories, certainly in categories
3, 5, 6, and 7.
In response to the comment "Need computer system technician" on the ratings
sheet: Our need for more clerical support should also be mentioned. See the
corresponding item on page 15 of our report.
In response to the Finding under VII, Facilities, about the inadequacy of the
classroom used for elementary teacher preparation: . We would like to
clarify this comment for the benefit of those not involved in the review.
Around 1970 an existing classroom (Bldg.38, room 204) was modified for
classes for prospective elementary teachers. Desks were replaced with tables
and chairs, and storage cabinets were built to store a variety of teaching aids.
The tables are for hands-on activities with manipulative materials such as
Cuisenaire rods, attribute blocks, gee-boards and the like. There are major ·
problems with having only this classroom available for these courses.

First, the space limitation makes it impossible to introduce the use of modern
technology in instruction. There is no place to demonstrate computers and
multi-media technology, let alone give students . access to th~s technology.
Second, the tables fill the room, and the chairs are perpendicular to the
chalkboard. This makes it awkward when the instructor wants to lecture.
The crowded arrangement is also. poor for administering quizzes and exams.
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Program Review and Improvement Committee Report

Mechanical Engineering
Aprill995
Findings
I. Mission and Goals: The Mechanical Engineering Department makes no distinction between
its departmental mission and goals and those of the University. It says that is fundamental
concepts "are identical with those of the university."
II. Students: The ME department during the past two years has admitted approximately two
thirds of those who applied. The SAT scores of freshmen (f':# 11 00) are on a par with the rest of
the university. They enroll roughly two-thirds of transfers who are accepted. They note that the
number of on-campus students wishing to transfer to or out of their program is "relatively small."
The number of Latino and Asian students has been steady over the past three years at a little over
40%, while the number of female students seems to have stabilized at about one out of eight.
There are very few Black students, and the percentage is declining. The number of students of
probation took a significant jump between the 1991 and 1992 academic years, and the most
recent figures remain high in comparison to the recent past The persistence rate is such that
approximately two-thirds of their students graduate after five years. They note that student
graduation rates are affected, in their judgment, by the large number of students in the
Cooperative Education Program.
III. Curriculum: The mechanical engineering degree requires 210 total units. The curriculum
has 76 required units within the ME department, with an additional31 units in other (closely
related) engineering departments. The curriculum requires that students select "technical
electives" from a list of ME courses, with the approval of the advisor, but there are no free
electives. In general, the curriculum is rigid and has little flexibility.
IV. Instruction: The department has very few low-enrollment courses, and only one. General
Education course. For 1993-94:
SCU!FTEF
274
$/SCU
$355
V. Faculty: The department has 30 faculty, one of whom is female and two of whom are from
ethnic minority groups. The department maintains that the university doesn't provide adequate
support for them to hire in these areas. They also take the position that there just aren't any
women and minorities "out there" in the qualified pool of applicants. Twenty-three of the faculty
hold terminal degrees, and 11 faculty are registered engineers. The department maintains that its
focus is on teaching, but their report was not clear about how the quality of teaching is assessed.
They were also somewhat vague about the professional activity of their faculty. While they
noted (in one sentence) that they had obtained grants wortll $2.75 million in the past five. years, it
was not stated who had received these or for what activities.
VI. Facilities: Aside from some problems with office size and the maintenance of certain
pieces of equipment, the ME department appears to have good facilities. The most recent ABET
report says that "Laboratory space is excellent. Most of the equipment is new. The plan for
continued replacement ... was lacking in detail. Computer facilities are excellent." The
department says it would need $324,000 annually to maintain its equipment It receives a great
deal more support from industry than do most programs on the campus.
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VII. Relation to Other Programs and the Professional Community: The department was
first accredited in 1968 and has been accredited since. It was required to submit a "progress
report" in 1993, but now things seem to be in order and the accreditation was extended. The
program maintains very strong ties with industry; it receives donations of equipment as well as
financial support. The senior "Capstone" course is supported by industry, which helps to
evaluate the projects. Six members of the faculty seem involved at the state and national level in
professional organizations of various kinds.
Vill. Opportunities for Graduates: Opportunities for employment of mechanical engineering
graduates seem very good. Approximately 10% of their graduates go on to graduate school.
Data on employment opportunities may, however, not be entirely reliable since, as their report
notes, response of ME graduates to Placement Center questionnaires has diminished by almost
half.

Strengths
1. ME is a traditionally popular major with students.
2. There are good employment opportunities for graduates.
3. The student organization is strong and has won many awards.
4. Both the "capstone" course and the Co-op program are department strengths.
5. The department is developing good capability in computer-aided design.
6. With the exception of office space, facilities are excellent.
'Veaknesses
1. The faculty lacks gender and ethnic diversity.
2. ME is one of the most rigid curricula on campus - 210 units with no free electives. There is
little flexibility for students; about the only place where they can exercise meaningful choice
is in the GE&B program.
·
3. The department is not specific about what activities are appropriate as professional
development under the "Four Scholarships" identified in the University Strategic Plan.
Beyond the "Scholarship of Teaching," it's difficult to know if much else is being done.
Recommendations
1. While noting the difficulty, the Committee believes that ME should make a stronger effort to
hire women and minority faculty.
2. The department needs to improve its system for tracking the activities of its graduates.
3. The department should develop a clearer sense of what is expected of its faculty in the way of
professional development under the "Four Scholarships."
.
4. The department should consider ways to build more flexibility into its curriculum. These
should be changes that do not diminish quality but that allow for a more efficient use of
university resources and that allow students more choices in proceeding toward a timely
graduation. The department should take seriously President Baker's suggestions regarding
free electives in his "Year of the Curriculum" statement (March 1995).
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PROGRAM: Mechanical Engineering
Program Review
1994-95

This fonn assures that every item (or group of items) in the Request for Information is responded to.
Infonnation used in the review has been that provided by the Programs as well as that provided by
Admissions, Institutional Studies, and Charlie Crabb's office. The rating scheme consists of five categories:
M Minimal - Poorly developed or below university norms
A Adequate
E Exceptional - Program is innovative and/or above university norms
I Insufficient information
NA Not applicable to this program
ITEI\1

RATING

COl\11\lENTS

I. MISSION AND GOALS

1. Mission statement clearly stated?

A

2. Goals and objectives clear?

A

3. Consistent with university strategic plan?

A

4. Priorities consistent with mission and goals?

A

5. Unmet needs consistent with mission and
goals?

A

6. Is there a realistic plan to meet needs?

A

II. STUDENTS

1. Are new students balanced between freshmen,
transfers, and internal changes']

A

2. How does quality of applicant pool compare to
college and university?

A

3. How does gender and ethnic diversity compare
to college and university?

A

4. How do probation and dean's list percentages
compare to college and university?

A

5. How does persistence to graduation compare
to college and university?

A

6. Are recruitment efforts consistent with need?

A

7. Have students received recognition or awards?

E

HI. CURRICULUM
1. Desired outcomes cll:z? Are they met?

SAT =:~1100
Transfer GPA ""3.2

A

2. Is curriculum structure/concentrations clear?

A

3. Is the program "coherent?"

A

4. Total units/units in major department?

210/=:~76

1

0 free electives
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5. How do course and unit requirements compare
to other institutions?

A

6. Is inclusion of contemporary topics adequate?
7. Are critical thinking component adequate?
8. Are gender and ethnicity dealt with in the
curriculum?

A

9. Is program assessment adequate and effective?

A

10. Are efforts to help under-prepared and at-risk
students adequate?

A

11. Are experiential learning opportunities avail
able and appropriate to the program?

A

A
A

IV. INSTRUCTION
1. How is diversity addressed in instruction?

Issue needs to be addressed as a
professional standard.

A

2. Are innovative and new courses offered?
3. How is teaching quality assessed and used?

A
A

4. a. SCU/FfEF

274

b. FfEF used!FfEF generated
c. $/SCU

0.73
$355

d. WTU/FfEF

13.1

5. Are service course responsibilities met?

A

6. Are there low or oversubscribed courses?

A

7. Are GEB and service courses listed?

A

8. What percentage are taught by tenure track?

A

9. Are remedial courses and workload described?

NA

V. FACULTY
1. Are gender and diversity appropriate?

M

2. Are background and training appropriate?

A

3. Have faculty received special recognition?

A

4. Is professional development policy
appropriate?·

A

5. Is level of professional development adequate?
6. Are grants and contracts adequate?
7. Is publication policy appropriate?
8. Is faculty publication record adequate?

A
A
A
A.

2

1 woman/2 ethnic out of 30 faculty
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VI. STAFF
1. Are program staff listed?

A

2. Is staffing level adequate for needs?

A

VII. FACIUTIES
1. Are facilities described?

A

2. How well are facilities maintained?

A

3. Is library collection adequate?

A

4. Any other relevant facilities?

A

VIII. RELATIONS TO lHE OliTSIDE
1. Program accredited or taking steps?

Yes

2. If not, is there outside review?
3. Most recent report included?

Yes

4. Solicit advice, etc. from prof. community?

A

5. Are faculty involved at state and national level?

A

6. Are interdisciplinary efforts adequate?

A-

Opportunities not being fully exploited.

7. Are interdisciplinary courses taught?

A-

Ditto.

IX. OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATES
1. Do graduates have employment opportunities?

A

2. Do graduates have grad/prof school options?

A

3. Have recent graduates been successful?

A

X. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Is the program meeting its goals and objectives?

)

3
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State of California

California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407

MEMORANDUM
To:

R.D. Knight, Chairman
Program Review and Improvement Committee

From:

Safwat Moustafa, Chairman ~
Mechanical Engineering Department
{)

Date:

April 28, 1995

Subject:

Draft Report of the Program Review and Improvement Committee

Thank you for forwarding a copy of the draft report of the Program Review Committee. I
would like to offer some comments with regard to your report. You will also fmd that these
comments were stated during our meeting with the committee on March 31, 1995.
1.

The Mechanical Engineering Department is committed to gender and ethnic diversity of
its faculty. This has been and will continue to be, an on going commitment despite the
limited number of qualified applicants and budgetary constraint.

2.

The M.E. Department is exploring ways for allowing flexibility in the curriculum.
Among the effort is reducing the number of required GE&B courses through double
counting between the support courses and the GE&B courses. A proposal is currently
being considered by the GE&B Committee. Other efforts are underway by the
department as part of the overall M.E. curriculum review process.

3.

The department defines the professional development activities to include research,
engineering consulting and related professional activities. Such an endeavor, which is
practiced by many M.E. faculty, is essential to m?-intain teaching excellence as _well as
close industrial contact.
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Program Review and Improvement Committee Report
Music
24 April 1995
Findings
I. Mission and Goals: The Music Department states that its mission is to develop music
skills, encourage creativity, and cultivate vision for the future. Because this major is a
skills oriented program, the technical as well as the professional expertise is emphasized
in the instructional basis. The recent establishment of a music major has been
accomplished with the basic program goals of having a major with national recognition.
There is also a desire to provide Cal Poly students with an opportunity to perform· music
of all styles at a high level.
II. Students:In 1994 the Music department has had 44 FTF and 13 Transfer students
apply and following auditions, enrolled 16 and 3 internal transfer students. The 1994
GPA of entrants was near 3.0 with a SAT score of approximately 950, below the
university average. The GPA of the first graduating class(Jun 94) was 3.28. The gender/
ethnicity ratio of incoming students (1994) consisted of 34 Caucasian and 14 non
white(ratio is 30% minority). Of the 37 transfer and entering freshmen in the original
calss of 1991-92, as of this date 7 graduated, 16 have dropped out and 14 are still
currently enrolled. Recruitment of students is active and there is an excellent effort to
bring qualified majors to the campus. As expected in this type of major, there are
numerous awards in local and even national competition.
III. Curriculum: The curriculum is a "typical" music program, with emphasis in
developing skills in specific and general area.s. The program has 186 units, with 89 taken
in the major department and 18 free electives. Music of ethnic and diverse groups forms
a significant component of this major. The curriculum is directed toward the creation of a
number of concentrations which the student !has access to. This program is similar to
other programs in most universities, but is different in that it incorporates Music
Synthesis, Acoustic Communication, Research and Writing and World Music. At- risk
and under prepared students are directed to tutors and faculty to access possible directions
and solutions to their deficiencies.
IV. Instruction: The department offers a diverse slate of innovative courses and has
adapted to the requirements of the new major. Low enrollment courses, basically three,
are due to the new major offering. All GE&B courses are taught by tenured faculty. For
1993:
SCU/FTEF 256
$/SCU
$260
V. Faculty: There are 10 full time faculty( 8 are white, 2 non-white) and 1llecturers.
All faculty members are recognized perfonners and have received recognition as such.
Music endowments and grants total $350,000 for the past 5 years. Craig Russell was
recogniZed as a Statewide Outstanding Professor.
VI. Staff: The department onlt has a .25 time piano technician.
VI. Facilities: The present facilities are partially maintained by a minimal $5 per term
user fee. The department leases its music facilities for recitals and workshops, but the
funds do not go to the department but to the State.
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VITI. Relation to Other Programs and The Professional Community: There is
presently no advisory board although the department has proposed that one be formed.
The department has just had an external review, and will seek accreditation when eligible.
The program is now too new.

IX. Opportunities for Graduates: Ther has been only one graduating class since
formation of the major. Of the seven students who graduated, five are in graduate school
or plan to be soon and 2 are in the music business. There seems to be a demand for the
graduates, but actual employment seems evasive at this time.
Strengths:
1. Recruitment efforts are exceptional and the selection process seem very good.
2. Faculty recognition, specifically Craig Russell as a Statewide Outstanding Professor,
has brought acclaim to the department.
3. The Faculty are leaders in the community music arena.
4. The curriculum is diverse and up-to-date
Weaknesses:
1. Facilities and technical support is at a minimum.
2. The library record collection in the department is not accessable to anyone else.
Recommendations:
l. Form an advisory committee.
2. Music endowments need more publicity.
3. Seek outside funding for instrumental support.
4. Improve teaching facilities by seeking financial support from local music groups.
5. Continue pursuing accreditation.
6. Apply for accreditation before the next review cycle(5 years)
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Program Review
1994-95
This form assures that every item (or group of items) in the Request for Infonnation is responded to.
Information used in the review has been that provided by the Programs as well as that provided by
Admissions, Institutional Studies, and Charlie Crabb's office. The rating scheme consists of five categories:
M Minimal - Poorly developed or below university nonns
A Adequate
E Exceptional - Program is innovative and/or above university norms
I Insufficient infonnation
NA Not applicable to this program
ITEI\1

RATING

COI\ll\1ENTS

I. MISSION AND GOALS

1. Mission statement clearly stated?

A

2. Goals and objectives clear?

A

3. Consistent with university strategic plan?

A

4. Priorities consistent with mission and goals?

A

5. Unmet needs consistent with mission and
goals?

A

6. Is there a realistic plan to meet needs?

A

II. STUDENTS
1. Are new students balanced between freshmen,
transfers, and internal changes?

A

2. How does quality of applicant pool compare to
college and university?

A

3. How does gender and ethnic diversity compare
to college and university?

A

4. How do probation and dean's list percentages
compare to college and university?

A

5. How does persistence to graduation compare
to college and university?

SAT~50

Too soon to judge.

6. Are recruitment efforts consistent with need?

E

7. Have students received recognition or awards?

A

III. CURRICULUM
1. Desired outcomes clear? Are they met?

A

2. Is curriculum structure/concentrations clear?

A

3. Is the program "coherent?"

A

1
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_______________________________

4. Total units/units in major department?

186/89

· '

5. How do course and unit requirements compare
to other institutions?

A

6. Is inclusion of contemporary topics adequate?

A

7. Are critical thinking component adequate?
8. Are gender and ethnicity dealt with in the
curriculum?

A

9. Is program assessment adequate and effective?

A

10. Are efforts to help under-prepared and at-risk
students adequate?

A

11. Are experiential learning opportunities avail-:
able and appropriate to the program?

A

18 free electives. Required rather high
and electives rather low for liberal arts.

E

IV. INSTRUCTION
1. How is diversity addressed in instruction?
2. Are innovative and new courses offered?

A
A

3. How is teaching quality assessed and used?
4. a. SCU/FTEF

A

256

b. FIEF used/FTEF generated
c. $/SCU

1.17
$260

d. WTUIFTEF

13.4

5. Are service course responsibilities met?

A

6. Are there low or oversubscribed courses?

A

7. Are GEB and service courses listed?

A

8. What percentage are taught by tenure track?

E
NA

9. Are remedial courses and workload described?

100%
..

V. FACULTY
1. Are gender and diversity appropriate?

A

2. Are background and training appropriate?

A

3. Have faculty received special recognition?

E

4. Is professional development policy
appropriate?

A

5:Is level of professional development adequate?

A

6. Are grants and contracts adequate?

A

7. Is publication policy appropriate?

A

2

Craig Russell + others
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________________________________

8. Is faculty publication record adequate?

A

VI. STAFF

1. Are program staff listed?

A

2. Is staffing level adequate for needs?

M

Technical help and accompanist needed.

VII. F ACIUTIES
1. Are facilities described?

A

2. How well are facilities maintained?

A-

3. Is library collection adequate?

A

4. Any other relevant facilities?

A

VIII. RELATIONS TO THE OUTSIDE

1. Program accredited or taking steps?

N

2. If not, is there outside review?

y

3. Most recent report included?

y

4. Solicit advice, etc. from prof. community?

A

5. Are faculty involved at state and national level?

A

6. Are interdisciplinary efforts adequate?

A

7. Are interdisciplinary courses taught?

A

IX. OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATES
1. Do graduates have employment opportunities?

A

2. Do graduates have grad/prof school options?

A

3. Have recent graduates been successful?

A

X. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
A

Is the program meeting its goals and objectives?
General comments:

3

Need regular replacement of
instruments.
Record collection should be at main
library. Collection needs expansion.
Major too new. Should apply for by
next 5-year review cycle.

Substantial endowment raised over last
10 years. Consider an advisory board.
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California

California

Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407

Memorandum
To

A.D. Knight, Chair
Date
Program Review and Improvement Committee

May 2, 1995

File No.
Copies

From

Subject

Clifton Swanson, Head t! ..J.
Music Department
Response to Program Review Rating Sheet and Report

The Music Department is pleased to accept your report with no significant
additional comment except to note an error that is our own. In .our report we listed
a total of 10 full time faculty; in reality, there are only nine. Greg Barata is our
only Associate Professor at this time and is classified as Hispanic (see p. 11 ). We
apologize for this mistake and would recommend that you change Finding V.
Faculty to read "There are 9 full time faculty (7 are white, 2 non-white) ..."
The department found your procedure to be excellent, the experience to be
beneficial, and your comments to be very constructive. These comments will
definitely play a role in our future discussions and improvements.
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May 22, 1995
STATISTICS DEPARTMENT

FINDINGS
The Statistics Department offers BS degrees to a small number of majors. The
department also offers service courses to the entire campus, and, in a typical
year, their statistics counsulting service provides st~tistics consulting to over
half the departments on campus.
The highest-priority goals of the department are:
1.

Increase collaboration with faculty in other disciplines.

2.

Increase enrollment in upper

~ivision

statistics courses.

The department states that their unmet needs are for student assistant funding,
additional equipment, and staff support for a part-time computer technician/
system administrator.
The small number of students in the program are equal to or better than the
uni ·ersity a\ erage insofar as their incoming GPA's and test scores. The
departmental recruiting efforts have been confined to the San Luis Obispo
area, with an emphasis on high schools rather than community colleges.
The statistics curriculum for majors contains more instruction on statistics
than in most other undergraduate curricula. The offerings with computers
are greater than at many other universities. Gender and ethnic diversity is
addressed by some instructors in some courses, although this is not clearly
stated in the catalog.
For 1993/94:

SCU/FfEF
$/SCU

327

$237

The tenured/tenure-track faculty all have PhD's. Two of the ten faculty are
minorites and one is a female. She is the department chair. The faculty has
received tvl"o recent grants from the National Science Foundation. This trend
towards seeking external support is to be commended.
The faciUties of the department are typical for Cal Poly, but the addition of
computing workstations, purchased with NSF funding and matching
university funding, makes the computing capability of the department better
than average for Cal Poly.
·
The employment ·opportunities for graduates of this very small prog"ram are
excellent. The placement of students in graduate school is better than the
university average.

)
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Relations with other programs and with national organizations are minimal.
This is discussed more e>..tensively in the report of a recently-completed
external review of the department.

STRENGTHS

The department has demonstrated long-range planning and is holding a full-time
faculty position until they clarify which area of statistics will need strengthening.
The statistics consulting services are a unique cost-effective service to the entire
campus community.
New computational and instrumental statistics equipment has been obtained with
external grant money.
WEAKNESSES

The faculty appears to have minimal involvement in the \vider professional
community.
Relations with industry, as opposed to graduate schools, seem to be most in need of
improvement.
RECOMMENDATIONS

The department should consider forming an standing advisory board with members
from industry, government organizations, and academic institutions.

)
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Program ReYiew
1994-95
Th~s

form assures that every item (or group of items) in the Request for Infonnation is responded to.
Information used in the review has been that provided by the Programs as well as that provided by
Admissions, Institutional Studies, and Charlie Crabb's office. The rating scheme consists of five categories:
M Minimal - Poorly developed or below university nonns
A Adequate
E Exceptional - Program is innovative and/or above university nonns
I Insufficient information
NA Not applicable to this program
ITEl\1

RATING

C0~1ENTS

I. MISSION AND GOALS

1. Mission s~tement clearly stated?
2. Goals and objectives clear?
3. Consistent with university strategic plan?
4. Priorities consistent with mission and goals?
5. Unmet needs consistent with mission and
goals?

A

6. Is there a realistic plan to meet needs?

A-

Need more concrete plans

1. Are new students balanced between freshmen,
transfers, and internal changes?

A

Numbers very small. Is this a viable
program for majors?

2. How does quality of applicant pool compare to
college and university?

A

SAT =1100
Transfer GPA =3.3

3. How does gender and ethnic diversity compare
to college and university?
4. How do probation and dean's list percentages
compare to college and university?
5. How does persistence to graduation compare
to college and university?
6. Are recruitment efforts consistent with need?
7. Have students received recognition or awards?

A

A
A
A
A

II. STUDENTS

A
A
A

A

III. CURRICULUM

1. Desired outcomes clear? Are they met?

A

2: Is curriculum structure/concentrations clear?

A

3. Is the program "coherent?"

A

4. Total units/units in major department?

186/46

1

14 free electives
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5. How do course and unit requirements compare
to other institutions?

A

6. Is inclusion of contemporary topics adequate?

A+

7. Are critical thinking component adequate?

A

8. Are gender and ethnicity dealt with in the
curriculum?

A

9. Is program assessment adequate and effective?

A

10. Are efforts to help under-prepared and.at-risk
students adequate?

A

11. Are experiential learning opportunities avail
able and appropriate to the program?

A

IV. INSTRUCTION
1. How is diversity addressed in instruction?

A

2. Are innovative and new courses offered?
3. How is teaching quality assessed and used?

A
A

4. a. SCU/FfEF

327

b. FTEF used!FTEF generated
c. $/SCU

0.83
$237

d. WTU/FfEF

12.4

5. Are service course responsibilities met?

A

6. Are there low or oversubscribed courses?

A

7. Are GEB and service courses listed?

A

8. What percenmge are taught by tenure track?

A

9. Are remedial courses and workload described?

NA

V. FACULTY
1. Are gender and diversity appropriate?

A

2. Are background and training appropriate?

A

3. Have faculty received special recognition?

A

4. Is professional development policy
appropriate?

A

5. Is level of professional development adequate?

A

6. Are grants and contracts adequate?

A

7. Is publication policy appropriate?

A

8. Is faculty publication record a.dequate?

A

2

Computational approach looks good.
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VI. STAFF
1. Are program staff listed?

A

2. Is smffing level adequate for needs?

A

VII. FACIUTIES
1. Are facilities described?

A

2. How well are facilities maintained?

A

3. Is library collection adequate?

A

4. Any other relevant facilities?

NA

VIII. RELATIONS TO THE OUTSIDE
1. Program accredited or taking steps?

No

2. If not, is there outside review?

Yes

3. Most recent report included?

Yes

4. Solicit advice, etc. from prof. community?

M

5. Are faculty involved at state and national level?

M

6. Are interdisciplinary efforts adequate?

E

7. Are interdisciplinary courses taught?

No

IX. OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATES
1. Do graduates have employment opportunities?

A+

2. Do graduates have grad/prof school options?

A

3. Have recent graduates been successful?

A

X. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Is the program meeting its goals and objectives?

A

General comments:

3

Not available.

Campus-wide consulting
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DATE:

May 17, 1995

TO:

Program Review and Improvement Committee

FROM:

Roxy Peck, Chair
Statistics Department

SUBJECT:

Draft Report of the Program Review and Improvement Committee

~7' / ~

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the committee's draft report. I wish to address
only two minor points.
At the bottom of the first page, the draft report states that relations with national organizations
are minimal. While our faculty have not been extensively involved in leadership roles in the two
U.S. professional organizations for statisticians (as noted in our external review report), all of our
full-time faculty are active members of the American Statistical Association and five of the nine
are also members of the Institute for Mathematical Statistics. We have good attendance at
national and regional meetings and are active in the Southern California Chapter of the American
Statistical Association.
On the second page, under weaknesses, the report states that our recent external review appears
to be the first effort to seek input from the external community. While the external review was
our first formal effort in this area, we have solicited advice from other academic institutions and
employers on an informal basis. As an example, attached are two letters resulting from such
informal reviews. Also, this summer (July 9-12) we are hosting a workshop on industry/academia
collaboration which will be attended by 22 academic statisticians (including a representative from
Cal Poly) and 22 statisticians from industry and government. One of the topics of the workshop
is how industry can have input on university statistics cur;riculum and how academic departments
can be more responsive to the needs of industry. A list of those who will be participating in this
workshop is also attached.
In closing, the Statistics Department would like to thank the Program Review and Improvement
Committee for the time and effort that they have devoted to the enormous and important task of
program review.
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Program

Review

and Improvement Committee
Theater and Dance
May 25, 1995

Report

Findings
The Theater and Dance Department offers elective courses that fulfull campus-wide
GE&B requirements.
It also offers more specialized courses and minors in both
theater and dance for interested students from all majors on campus.
The highest priority goals of the department are:

* To continue to provide an education in theater or dance of the highest
possible caliber.
* To expand course offerings, increase the size of the faculty, and establish
major in theater.
* To improve the existing dance studio floor and to create a second dance
studio in the exi.s ting patio space adjacent to the current studio.
SCU/FTEF:
$/SCU

a

258
$289

Strengths
1.

A very competent and widely-recognized faculty with strong ties to their
professional colleagues throughout the country.

2.

Students and alumni who win local awards and have been nominated for
Emmy and Oscar nominations.

both

Weaknesses
Facilities are limited in both theatre and dance.
The existing dance floor is claimed
to pose both health and safety hazards to both students and faculty.

Recommendations
The

program

should

consider

organizing

an

external

advisory

board.
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PROGRAM: Theater and Dance
Program Review
1994-95
This form assures that every item (or group of items) in the Request for -Information is responded to.
Information used in the review has been that provided by the Programs as well as that provided by
Admissions, Institutional Studies, and Charlie Crabb's office. The rating scheme consists of five categories:
M Minimal- Poorly developed or below university norms
A Adequate
E Exceptional -Program is innovative and/or above university norms
I Insufficient information
NA Not applicable to this program
ITE:M

RATING COl\fl\fENTS

I. MISSION AND GOALS

1. Mission statement clearly stated?

A

2. Goals and objectives clear?

A

3. Consistent with university strategic plan?

A

4. Priorities consistent with mission and goals?

A

5. Needs consistent with mission and goals?

A

6. Is there a realistic plan to meet needs?

M

II. STUDENTS
1. Are new students balanced between freshmen,
transfers, and internal changes?

NA

2. How does quality of applicant pool compare to
college and university?

NA

3. How does gender and ethnic diversity compare
to college and university?

NA

4. How do probation and dean's list percentages
compare to college and university?

NA

5. How does persistence to graduation compare
to college and university?

NA

6. Are recruitment efforts consistent with need?

NA

7. Have students received recognition or awards?

A

III. ·CURRICULUM
1. Desired outcomes clear? Are they met?

A

2. Is curriculum structure/concentrations clear?

A

3. Is the program "coherent?"

A

4. Total units/units in major department?

NA

1

Dept. needs to search for options other
than awaiting university resources.
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PROGRAM: Theater and Dance
5. How do course and unit requirements compare
to other institutions?

A

6. Is inclusion of contemporary topics adequate?

A

7. Are critical thinking component adequate?

A

8. Are gender and ethnicity dealt with ir1 the
curriculum?

E

9. Is program assessment adequate and effective?

A

10. Are efforts to help under-prepared and at-risk
students adequate?

NA

11. Are experiential learning opportunities avail
able and appropriate to the program?
IV.

E

INSTRUCTION

1. How is diversity addressed in instruction?

A

2. Are innovative and new courses offered?

A

3. How is teaching quality assessed and used?

A

4. a. SCU/FTEF

258

b. FfEF used!FTEF generated

1.13

c. $/SCU

$289

d. WTUIFTEF

13.5

5. Are service course responsibilities met?

A

6. Are there low or oversubscribed courses?

A

7. Are GEB and service courses listed?

A

8. What percentage are taught by tenure track?

A

9. Are remedial courses and workload described?

V.

NA

FACULTY

1. Are gender and diversity appropriate?

A

2. Are background and training appropriate?

A

3. Have faculty received special recognition?

E

4. Is professional development policy
appropriate?

A

5. Is level of professional development adequate?

A

6. Are grants and contracts adequate?

A?

7. Is publication policy appropriate?

A

8. Is faculty publication record adequate?

A

2

Provide dollar amounts where known.
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PROGRAM: Theater and Dance
VI. STAFF
1. Are program staff listed?

A

2. Is staffing level adequate for needs?

No

But should avoid redundancy with
n;uunnmg

VII. F ACIUTIES
1. Are facilities described?

tuus L.CIIlt:r.

A

2. How well are facilities maintained?

A-

3. Is library collection adequate?

A

Dance studio and floor a concern.

4. Any other relevant facilities?
VIII. RELATIONS TO THE OUTSIDE
1. Program accredited or taking steps?

NA

2. If not, is there outside review?

No

None available.

3. Most recent report included?
4. Solicit advice, etc. from prof. community?

A

5. Are faculty involved at state and national level?

A

6. Are interdisciplinary efforts adequate?
7. Are interdisciplinary courses taught?

A

A

IX. OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATES
1. Do graduates have employment opportunities?

A

2. Do graduates have grad/prof school options?

A

3. Have recent graduates been successful?

A

X. GOALS AND 0BJECTNES
Is the program meeting its goals and objectives?

A

3

Should consider an advisory board.
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The Theater and Dance Department did not provide a written respon~e. They conveyed an informal
message to the Committee that they were satisfied with the report and had no comments.
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Adopted:

ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California

AS -95/PRAIC
RESOLUTION ON
1994-1995 PROGRAM REVIEW AND IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE
REPORT OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

WHEREAS,

The following nine departments/programs were reviewed during the 1994-1995 academic year:
Architectural Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Foreign Languages and Literatures
Forestry and Natural Resources
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering
Music
Statistics
Theatre and Dance
and

WHEREAS,

The Academic Senate acknowledges receipt of the Program Review and Improvement
Committee's "Report on programs reviewed during 1994-199 5 "; therefore, be it

RESOLVED:

That the Academic Senate receive the Program Review and Improvement Committee's "Report
on programs reviewed during 1994-1995"; and, be it further

RESOLVED:

That the Program Review and Improvement Committee's "Report on programs reviewed during
1994-1995" be submitted to the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

Proposed by the Program Review and Improvement
Committee
June 1, 1995

